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Students make use of the Murray-Calloway County Library being open at night. The library is open Monday, Wed-
nesday, Friday, and Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Photo by Ann Kelly Bios
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Administration May Be Softening
Opposition To Postal Subsidies
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Ford
administration may be softening its
opposition to higher government
subsidies for the financially troubled
Postal Service.
President Ford will consider "modest
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Ken-
tucky's new weather radio warning
system, which will cover the state from
nine transmitters, is scheduled to begin
operations May 1 and expand as
equipment is installed.
But it's too early to buy receivers to
pick up broadcasts on the state's new
system.
James L Mathews, communications
director for the state Division of
Disaster and Emergency Services, said
Tuesday the Federal Communications
Commision can't give the exact
frequencies until April 21.
"Any crystal-controlled equipment
purchased now might prove useless,"
he said.
It will be the first in the nation to offer
statewide coverage and results from a
two-year effort by Kentucky officials.
When the system is fully operational
state officials hope every school,
hospital and public building will have a
receiver.
The low-cost receivers also will be
available to the. public through com-
mercial vendors.
Mathews said as soon as the state
gets accurate information shod the
receivers it will get the information to
the public.
U.S. Sen. Walter Huddleston said last
week that the receivers to be used in the
system would be activated by a siren-
like tone, and that the tone would be
followed by the weather warning
message.
increases" in the federal subsidy for
the mail agency, press secretary Ron
Nessen said Tuesday, one day after
Postmaster Gen. Benjamin F. Bailer
warned Congress the Postal Service
could be insolvent within a year.
The administration previously had
taken a hard line against increased
appropriations for the Postal Service.
Federal Budget Director James T.
Lynn said last month that the ad-
ministration was "not yet convinced"
that the Postal Service's problems were
serious enough to warrant an increased
subsidy.
Bailer and Lynn conferred for 1%
hours Tuesday and plan another
meeting within a week, Nessen said.
Bailar had complained Monday that
administration officials were inac-
cessible to him.
Lynn will soon make recommen-
dations to Ford on the Postal Service's
financial situation, Nessen said.
The mail agency already receives
about $1.5 billion annually in ap-
propriations. Chairman Gale W. McGee
of the Senate Post Office Committee
has proposed doubling this for the next
three years. McGee, D-Wyo., said
Tuesday the outlook for his bill was
''grim but not hopeless. It's going to be
tough. The chance for achieving that
appropriation in the current Congress
is not good."
Meanwhile, the House Budget
Committee tentatively rejected
spending $307 million in the next fiscal
year to subsidize second-class mail
rates, which are used by magazines and
newspapers.
Congress voted in 1973 to phase out
the subsidy by 1983. The $307 million
would continue the gradual phase-out of
the subsidy. But its elimination next
fiscal year would mean a sudden end of
the subsidy and would cause an in-
crease in second-class mail rates.
Partly Cloudy
Becoming partly cloudy this af-
ternoon, cooler with high in the mid 50s.
Partly cloudy and colder tonight with
lows in the mid 30s. Partly cloudy
Thursday with highs in the low 50s.
Friday partly cloudy and warmer.
Ford's Record Defense Budget
Picking Up Support In Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Ford's record defense budget is picking
up initial support in Congress with
some congressional defense critics
expressing concern over Soviet
military buildups.
The Senate Budget Committee ap-
proved by voice vote a $113-billion
defense spending target for fiscal year
starting Oct. 1 which it said is only $300
million less than Ford wants.
The House Budget Committee, by a
vote of 13-12, set a target of $112 billion,
rejecting a proposal by its own
chairman, Rep. Brock Adams D-Wash.,
that the figure be cut to $107.7 bilion.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
said today the congressional action
"reflects the changed circumstances in
the country." He said Americans have
grown concerned about adverse trends
in U.S. military power relative to that
of the Soviet Union.
Rurnsfeld was interviewed on the
CBS-TV "Morning News."
The secretary said Congress is
following the Changing attitude in the
country.
But Rumsfeld denied once again
suggestions by Ronald Reagan, who is
challenging Ford for the Republican
presidential nomination, that the
United States is falling into second
place in miltiary power.
STUDENT OBSERVATIONS—Murray Vocational School students participated in student observations this week
several local businesses and offices. Sponsored by the Future Business Leaders of America organization, the studer,
ts are members of the Business and Office Department at the Vocational School. The students this week are fro.,,
Calloway County High School. and students from Murray High will take part in the observations next month
Some Progress Reported
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Ill. (AP) —
Teamsters union and trucking industry
negotiators remained "far apart" on
crucial money issues today as the
midnight deadline for a nationwide
truck strike approached, federal labor
officials said.
Labor Secretary W.J. Usery Jr. said
contract negotiations were bogged
down over four or five economic issues.
Although he declined to elaborate,
those issues reportedly include a
erence of 75 cents an hour in wage
increases, $6 a week in other benefits
and cost-of-living allowances.
Usery and James Scearce, acting
head of the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service, planned to con-
tinue meeting with both sides today in
anticipation of the midnight expiration
of the National Master Freight
Agreement.
The current contract covers about
400,000 truckers and warehousemen
who move about 60 per cent of the
nation's total output of manufactured
goods.
Usery reported late Tuesday night
that some progress was being made
and said he felt enough time remained
to fashion a settlement.
He added, however, "I am hopeful,
but at this moment I certainly cannot in
any way indicate .. I see an agreement.
We're talking about a national
agreement that has many implications
not only for this industry but for the
nation this year."
The Ford administration is con-
cerned that a large settlement in favor
of the Teamsters would have an in-
fla:ionary impact on upcoming con-
tract negotiations in the rubber,
construction, electrical appliance and
auto industries.
In w ,ekend voting by union members
across he country, Teamsters leaders
15' Per Copy
received overwhelming authorization
to call a strike if a settlement is not
reached before the present contract
expires.
Usery said Tuesday that no decision
had been made to seek a Taft-Hartley
injunction and invoke an 80-day cooling.
off period, but federal sources said
preparations to seek the necessary
court order were being made in
Washington. 4
An injunction would order resump-
tion of work for the cooling-off period if
Three Sections - 30 Pages
a strike is bt.gun, but dissident
Teamsters have threatened wildcat
strikes if such a tack-to-work order is
imposed.
The labor secretary told reporters
that a cost-of-living allowance is
"certainly one of th,?. more serious
issues now."
Rank-and-file Teamsters lost some 50
cents hourly in 1974-75 wages because of
a cost-of-living ceiling under the
existing contract, according to union
officials.
Safety Rules Urged
By Easter Seal Campaign
Students in the Murray and Calloway
County school systems are being urged
to observe a set of six safety rules as a
part of the annual school safety
program of the Calloway County Easter
Seal campaign. The safety program
will begin on Monday, March 29 and end
Friday, April 9.
Materials prepared by the Kentucky
Easter Seal Society for distribution to
school students at the elementary,
middle and secondary school levels list
these points:
—Look both ways before crossing the
street, and cross only at the corner.
—Ride your bike only where it is
safe—obey traffic laws.
—Remove skates, wagons and other
toys from walkways arid stairways so
others will not trip and fall.
—Help keep knives, scissors,
medicines and poisons away from little
children.
—Report safety hazards to your
parents and teacher.
—Be careful—and help your family
be careful.
Charlie Lassiter, director of pupil
personnel for Calloway County schools,
is serving as school safety chairman in
the drive which ends Easter Sunday,
April 18.
The school safety program is one
phase of the campaign that, to date, has
also included roadblocks, coin
collection - containers in community
businesses, and solicitation of special
gifts from merchants and various in-
dividuals.
Two Murray State University faculty
members, Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks and Dr.
Vernon Gantt, are serving as chairman
and assistant chairman of the county-
wide campaign. Bert Combs, Louisville
attorney and former Kentucky
Governor, is the state chairman.
The 53-year-old Kentucky Easter Seal
Society for Crippled Children and
Adults, Inc., provides a variety of
services—including therapies, special
education, medical care, recreation
and camping, hearing and speech
services, hospitalization, and in-
formation—to Kentuckians each year.
State Commerce Department
Plans Overseas Office In Fall
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — Kentucky to visit six major trade centers: Frank-
will open a European office this fall in furt and Dusseldorf, Germany; Berne,
hopes of bringing foreign dollars into Switzerland; Paris, France; Brussels,
the Bluegrass State. Belgium, and London, England.
Bob Cobb, a representative of Ken- The department has been resear-
tucky's commerce department, was clung the advantages of the major
scheduled to leave today for a 10-day European cities for several months,
site evaluation trip to Europe. He plans according to Ted Sauer, head of the
department's international office.
Cobb, a special assistant to Com-
merce Commissioner Larry Townsend,
will evaluate the political climate in
each country, which Townsend defined
as "the degree of cooperation we can
expect from the government of the
country where the office is located."
"We have rough equivalence with the Cobb will also assess the economic
Soviet Union," Rumsfeld said. picture in each of the cities, their
Pentagon officials have been saying liveability, access to transportation,
in recent weeks that if current trends
continue the United States will fall
behind the Soviet Union militarily in the
next five years or so — but not that this
nation is behind at the present time.
Ford threatened Monday to veto any
defense bill that is cut to the point that it
would "shortchange the future safety of
the American people." He said, "I am
deeply disturbed that some members of
our own Congress, apparently oblivious
to the realities of today's world, now
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Ken Barber has resigned his position
as Juvenile Probation Officer for
Calloway County to accept a new post
as Criminal Justice Planner for the
Purchase Area Development District,
according to County Judge Robert 0.
Miller.
Barber said in announcing his new
position that he feels he will be better
able to serve the Purchase counties in
the new office.
Succeeding Barber as juvenile
probation officer will be Ann Kelly
Ellis, of Murray. She has been em-
ployed at the Courthouse in the office of
Judge Miller, and was campaign ad-
ministrative assistant to forme'r
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield.
She has recently served as county
public information director.
The new county public information
officer will be Danny Patterson, ac-
cording to the Judge.
students observe oftke routine and procedure for about two hours, and will discuss their observations with the
other students as class projects. At left is Pam Todd, who was a visitor in the office of Don Henry, State Farm In-
surance. At right is Lee Ann Edwards, who was an observer in the office of County ludge Robert 0. Miller.
(Stan Photos by David MI)





Behrouz N. Tabrizi, student
at Murray State University
from Iran, spoke concerning
his native country at the
meeting of the Hazel Woman's
Club held on Thursday, March
18, at the Hazel Community
Center.
Beltran N. Tabrizi
The student said his country
was part of the Persian Flat
before it was divided. He
discussed the major religion,
Moslem, the agriculture, the
architecture, and the sports of
both the men and the women.
He said about two thousand
different languages were
spoken in Iran.
Mrs. Max Parks introduced
the guest speaker.
The president, Mrs. Jackie




devotion was given by Mrs
Garton Hutson.
Announcement was made
that the Senior Citizens had
quilted a "lone star" pattern
quilt which has been donated
to the club. Members will sell
tickets with the lucky winner
to be determined on Senior
Citizens Day on ..May 8.
Proceeds from the sale of
tickets will go toward the
Hazel Community Center. For
information or tickets contact
any member of the Hazel
Club.
The members voted to make
a donation to Kentucky
Educational Television.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
Mrs. Hal Miller and Mrs.
Tommy Story.
Other members present
were Mesdames Gerald Ray,
Joe Thompson, Bob Washer,
Suzanne Thompson, Phil
Liddle, Nancy Simpson, Butch





Mark Twain published "The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer"
100 years ago in 1876. It be-
came a best seller in the same
year!





The "Rest Picture of the Year"
Academy Award Winner has been on
Murray Theatres Screen each of the lost 3
years on Academy Awards Nit.-
1974- The Sting - Cheri
1975- The God father Pert II-Cine
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Calloway County High School speech students, left to right, Jo Beth Norwood,
,,Theresa Dover, Tammy Feltner, Sheila Damen, Teresa Moody, and Mike Farm, presen-
ted a most entertaining program of poetry, prose, and humorous and dramatic in-
terpretation at the meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
held on Monday, March 15, at the dub house. The department voted to donate fifteen
dollars to the Kentucky Educational Television. Named to the nominating committee
were Mrs. A. L Hough, Mrs. Homer Miller, and Miss Martha Guier. Hostesses for the
meeting were Mrs. Castle Parker, Mrs. James D. Outland, Mrs. Arlie Scott, and Dr..
Alberta Chapman.
CB Club To Hold
Supper Saturday
The Blue Grass State CB
Club will have a potluck
supper on Saturday, April 3, at
five p.m. at the Ellis Com-
munity Center.
Daryle Root, president, and
Shirley Kurtz, activities
director, urges all members
and interested CBers to at-
tend.
TO GIVE PROGRAM
Mrs. Marilyn Luther of The
Gallery, Murray, and Jim
Harris, Murray artist, will
present the program at the
meeting of the Athena
Delphian Club on Friday,




Life Span, Doctor Reports
Untreated mild hypertension (high blood pressure)
can substantially lower life expectancy, according to Dr.
Karl Engelman. The University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine professor recently cited statistics showing that
a 35-year-old man might expect to live until age 761/2. But
with a blood pressure reading of 150/100, he could only
expect to live until age 60 if his hypertension is left
untreated.
"Some patients and physicians would say a blood
pressure of 150/100 is mild hypertension, but, in fact,
data indicate there can be serious complications," he
stated. High blood pressure, controllable with drug thera-
py, has been linked to heart and kidney diseases and to
stroke.
Engelman served as chairman of a medical symposi-
um in Philadelphia, sponsored by the Department of
Medicine and Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania,
the Pennsylvania affiliate of the American Heart Associ-
ation, and CIBA Pharmaceutical Co.
New Mexico was organized
as a territory Sept. 9, 1850, and
became the 47th state Jan. 6, 
MAYFIELD SPEAKER1912.
M'S. Jahn Carol Appoirted
Ale Sight Savitti Claim
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Mrs.
Julian Carroll will serve as the
1976 Sight Saving Chairman
for the Kentucky Society for
the Prevention of Blindness, it
was announced today by
Peyton Hoge III, president of
the organization.
Kentucky's First Lady said
she accepted the chair-
manship for two reasons: to
help alert Kentuckians to the
many causes of blindness
before they strike, and to
appeal for funds for the
Society's eye health and
safety programs and com-
munity services."
"It's staggering," Mrs.
Carroll continued, "when you
stop to think that at least half





needless. And furthermore, it
can be prevented with the
knowledge and skills we have
on hand right now. But the
point is, each of us has to
recognize the need—be aware,
•
become personally involved."
Beyond her duties and
demanding schedule as First
Lady, Mrs. Carroll is also
involved in the arts and in
community affairs, one of
which is preventinp blindness.
Sight saving activities of the
Kentucky Society include
preschool vision screenings in
kindergartens, nursery
schools and Head Start
programs in many areas of
the state. In addition, the
society conducts periodic free
glaucoma screenings
throughout Kentucky,
promotes eye safety in in-
dustry and in schools and
distributes the Home Eye
Test. Mrs. Carroll urges
parents of preschool age
children to get a free Home




"It is my hope that all
Kentuckians will join the
important fight to save sight
by actively supporting the
Society," Mrs. Carroll said.
MrA Julian Carroll plays the "pointing I" game with
three-year-old Geoffrey Cook, to prepare him for a
vision check with the Home Eye Test he holds. Mrs.
Carroll is the 1976 Sight Saving Chairman for the Ken-
tucky Society for the Prevention of Blindness_ Geoffrey
Is the son of Mrs. Marilyn Cook, Frankfort
Dr. Roger Macha, assistant
professor of agriculture at
Murray State University since
1966, was guest speaker at the
meeting of the Laurel Oak
Garden Club held at the home
of Mrs. Kirk Byrn, Jr.,
Mayfield. He spoke on annuals
and other garden flowers most
suitable for this area and
showed slides to illustrate his
talks.
Mr. And Mrs. Page
Married Sixty Years
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Page




Mrs. Page, the former
Mamie Nance, and Mr. Page
were married in Henry
County, Tennessee by Esq. J.
-L. Orr. Mrs. Page taught in
rural schools in Henry County
in early years.
There were six other
members in the wedding party
of whom only Aubrey C.
Nance of Route 2, Paris,
Tenn., brother of Mrs. Page,




Round up cooked beef left-
overs and prepare wild west-
ern sandwiches in a jiffy.
They're perfect partner-
pleasers and will whet the ap-
petite of the family's fussiest
young broncobuster. These
hot and hearty sandwiches are
something for them to really
dig their spurs into after a
hard day of roamin' the range.
-Beef slices simmered in a
spicy tomato sauce with beans
cook down to a zesty barbe-
cue filling to go between bun
halves. It's a great way to
utilize leftover beef, says
Reba Staggs, National Live
Stock & Meat Board.
Texas Joe Barbecues
1 pound cooked beef, thinly
sliced
1 medium onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced
2 tablespoons cooking fat





1 tablespoon chili powder
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/4 teaspoon hot pepper
sauce
1 can (151/4 ounces) red or
kidney beans
8 hamburger buns
Cook onion and garlic in
cooking fat in frying-pan
until lightly browned. Add
tomato sauce, mustard, vine-
gar, chili powder, salt, pep-
per and hot pepper sauce,
stirring to combine. Stir in
beef and beans, including
liquid, and cook slowly, un-
covered, 20 minutes, stirring
occasionally. Serve on ham-
burger buns. Yield: 4 cups.
Fordyce, Arkansas, sister of
Mrs. Page, are living.
They have one son, Rev.
Grover W. Page, daughter-in-
law, Ann Page, and one
granddaughter, Cheryl Dean
Pierce, all of Murray. A
daughter, Ernestine Page
Pierce, and her husband,
Glenn 0. Pierce, died in 1966.
Due to the ill health of Mrs.
Page, there was no special
celebration — just a small
family gathering. Present
were Rev, and Mrs. Grover W.
Page, Cheryl Dean Pierce,
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey C.
Nance, Mrs. Notie Nance
Page, and Mrs. Jessie Page
Crago of Murray, sister of Mr.
Page.
Mr. and Mrs. Page are




Plans have been made for
the seventh semi-annual
antiques show and sale to be
held at the Civic Center, 2701
p@rk Avenue, Paducah, on
Friday, Saturday, and Sun-
day, April 2, 3, and 4.
The hours will be from five
to ten p.m. Friday, eleven
a.m. to nine p.m. on Saturday,
and noon to six p.m. on Sun-
day.
Twenty-five antique dealers
will be displaying their an-
tiques from six dates and will
include furniture, lamps,
silver, glassware, cut glass,
antique Jewelry, etc.
Admission will be $1.50 for
all three days. A portion of the







The Golden Age Club will
hold its monthly meeting on
Friday, April 2, at twelve noon
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church. A
potluck luncheon will be
served.
In charge of the
arrangements will be Mrs.
Gladys Hale, Mrs. Ruby
Harrell, Mrs. Robbie
Harrison, Mrs. Sadie Harrell,




Hours: 10:00 to 5:00
Mon.-Fri.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 17-year-old boy with a -problem.
My father is 51. He and my mom are separated, so Dad
moved into a singles apartment, and now he is a changed
person. He let his hair grow long, he wears strange clothes
and beads, and he doesn't even look like my dad anymore.
The majority of the people who live in his complex are in
their 20s and 30s, and my father must think he fits right in
with them, which he doesn't. People must think he is going
through his second childhood.
I want to tell him how stupid he looks, but I don't want to
hurt him. How can I put it to him gently that he is making a
fool of himself?
EMBARRASSED
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Underneath the long hair,
beads and those "strange clothes" he's still your father.
There Is no way to tell him "gently" that you think he's
making a fool of himself. he has the right to change his
lifestyle to suit himself, and it's not your place to judge him.
DEAR ABBY: Referring to your answer to STUMPED
concerning his employee's bad breath and B.O.: Since he is
a key employee, I would suggest that his employer take him
aside, compliment him on his good work, then say, "I have
noticed certain symptoms in you that could be a clue to a
health problem. Your breath is unpleasant at_times, and you
have body odor. I want you to see our phy-in as we are
concerned about the health of our better employees.
Naturally, we will pay for the examination."
If he is truly a "key" employee, the money will be well
spent, and a doctor is in a much better position to tell him
about personal hygiene than his boss is. There also could be
something wrong with him—teeth low-grade infection or
something else.
Many companies require annual physicals for employees
at company expense. The boss should tell the M.D. about
the problem in advance so he can take this into
consideration before the examination.
AMATEUR PSYCHOLOGIST
DEAR AMATEUR: You do all right for an amateur—or
even a professional. Your approach was better than mine.
DEAR ABBY: My sister-in-law does something that my
husband and I find irritating. We have eaten at her home
many times, and she never says the blessing before the meal
unless there is an outsider there she wants to impress. Then
she makes a big show of it, and everyone must bow their
heads and join in. •
She does the same thing when dining out in public. And
she does it in a way that attracts the attention of the other
diners at nearby tables.
I have nothing against praying. My husband and I both
say our prayers every night before retiring. However, we
believe that a prayer is something private between a person
and his Lord.
My husband and I feel that we should let his sister know
how we feel about her hypocritical praying, but we don't
know how to say it. Any suggestions?
HATES HYPOCRITES
DEAR HATES: Why say anything? Your sister-in-law
knows that you know she says grace only on special
occasions. She may fool the outsiders, but she isn't fooling
the Lord. And that's what counts.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
White dotted voole btllotes the
sleeves and overlays the square
necked bodice and gathered
skin of this green gingham
chocked dress Muhl colored
mocha lace and an ernbordered
snob dog' accent its soft fullness
Crochet lace and colorful Sourer
apphgues trim the long white
vale sleeves and gee/send over
skrn of th,. florotprented shirt
dress Cuffed and tollored n
snngharn checks
Bel-Air Shopping Center








Special Sunday Bible Topic
"Is The Home Worth Serving-
10 a.m. April 4
Everyone Welcome
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University et Kentucky
County Exteadea Agents
for Home Economics
WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE
CAUGHT OUTDOORS IN A
LIGHTNING STORM - Avoid
open Wanes, high
ground, wire fences, metal
clotheslines, exposed sheds.
Get out of the water and off
small boats. Get Into a
building or car. If that is not
possible, get into a cave, ditch,
or under head-high clumps of
trees. Do not stand near the
highest object in the area, and
do not be the highest area
ojbect. If caught in the open,




More storage space can be
created by using removable
shelves, say Extension
housing specialists. They're
especially convenient in old
cabinets or for use in rented
homes. Small ones placed
above large ones—step
shelves—can increase storage




When you finish with your
pattern, fad and press hi-
dividual pieces so pattern
number is on the outside. If
you need one piece later, it's
easy to find. Attach a swat of
fabric to outside of the pattern
envelops to remind you of
what the pattern was used
for.—Dean Roper, Mayfield.
+++
Good storage conditions can
slow down the loss and
destruction of food values and
retard spoilage. Bananas
darken in the refrigerator.
Store them at room tem-
perature. Citrus fruit can be
stored for a short time at cool
room temperature or in the
refrigerator. Bread stays
fresher longer in a breadbox
at room temperature than in
the refrigerator, but storage
in a refrigerator, during hot,
humid weather will prevent
the formulation of mold.—
Mrs. Pat Curtsinger, Benton.
Miss Martha Wisehart Honored
At Bridal Tea, Holland Home
Miss Martha Wisehart,
bride-elect of Jesse Her-
nandez, was honored with a
tea at the home of Mrs. Porter
Holland on Saturday, March
20.





Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 1:30
p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the Lodge Hall.
Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees will
meet at seven p.m. at the
library.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten




Memorial services for the
late Dr. Martin Luther King
will be at Mt. Horeb Free Will
Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m.
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
to North Central Shopping
Center and downtown will be
at 9:30 a.m. and for Bel Air
Shopping Center and down-
town at 12:30 p.m.
Friday, April 2
The First District Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at ten a. m. at the
University School auditorium,
North 16th Street. Mrs. Mary
V. Chenoweth, regional
representative of Washington,
D. C., will be special guest.
Saturday, April 3
Blue Grass State CB Club
will have a potluck supper at
the Ellis Center at five p.m.
Interested persons are invited
and call Shirley Kurtz for
information.
VFW Post No. 5638 will meet
at Triangle Inn at noon.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at the home of Miss
Maude Nance at 1:30 p.m.











sister of the bride-elect, kept
the guest register.
Miss Wisehart's chosen
colors of blue and lavender
were used on the tea table, and
the honoree and her mother
were presented corsages of
blue and white aaisies.
Miss Wisehart chose to wear
a floor length dress of blue and
white checked gingham and
white eyelet. She was
presented a platter of her
china by the hostesses: Mrs.
Holland, Mrs. Paul Lyons,
Mrs. G.T. Moody, Mrs. James
Rogers, Mrs. Eugene Russell,
Mrs. William Sams, Mrs.
Willie Smith, Mrs. Odelle
Vance, and Mrs. Earl War-
ford.
Den One, Pack 76 of Cub
Scouts of North Elementary
School took a field trip to the
Land Between the Lakes Area
on March 21.
The Scouts hiked around
Lake Hematite collecting
rocks and looking at ducks,
had a sack lunch, and then
toured Empire Farms where
they were given a demon-
stration on how wool was
carded, spun, and then woven
on a loom.
Boys attending were Clint
Barrow, Ricky Harrison,
Steven Jones, David Lamb,
Jim Nanney, James Peeler,
Danny Pruitt, Russell Turner,
and Kris Starks. Den leaders
are Kaye and Bob Nanney
and Loretta and Flenoy
Barrow. Den mascots are Lisa
Nanney and Tina Barrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Franklin Deering
Miss Jo Anne Chandler and Hugh Franklin Deering were
united in holy matrimony on Sunday afternoon, March 7, at the
Bnensburg United Methodist Church with Rev. Jim Stubbs
performing the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of the late Mr. asfil Mrs. Walt Chan-
dler. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mubert Deering of
Murray Route One.
Music was provided by Marilyn Lovett, organist.
Carolyn Brasher, friend of the bride, served as matron of
honor. Rob Gingles, uncle of the groom, served as best man.
The bride was escorted to the altar by Leon Riley, her em-
ployer of the past fifteen years.
Ushers were Kenneth Jones, cousin of the bride, and Jimmy
Gingles, cousin of the groom.
The guest register was kept by Janet and Joyce Deering,
daughters of the groom.
Immediately following the ceremony a reception was given
in the fellowship hall of the church by friends and members of
the bride's Sunday School Class.
Following the reception the couple left on a short wedding
trip to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
They are now residing on Murray Route One.
Pittman Home Scene Of Meeting
New Providence
Patsy Pittman was hostess
at her home for the meeting of
the New Providence
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, March 9, at one p.m.
with Karen Housden,
president, presiding.
"Property Rights In Ken-
tucky" was the subject of the
lesson presented by Gail
Herndon, assisted by Mrs.
Barletta Wrather. A question
and answer period followed.
Sylvia Puckett presented a
lesson on "Spring Fashions."
The devotion on -A Home
Or A House" was given by
There she is again...in a
Homemakers
Dorval Hendon. Members
answered the roll call with
"what they look forward to
most about spring."
Refreshments were served
by the hostess, Mrs. Pittman.
Others present were Iris





The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, April 20, at one
p.m. at the home of Rita
Burton.
Dalton from
Miss JAI Croig, Bride-elect,
Honored At Coffee, Erwin Home
Mrs. Stark Erwin, Earl
Court, opened her lovely home
for a delightful coffee
honoring Jill Craig, bride-
elect of Danny Guy, on
Saturday, March 27.
Miss Craig, wearing a pastel
green two-piece dress, was
presented a corsage featuring
sweetheart roses and
stephanotis. Mrs. Robert
Craig, mother of the bride-
elect, and Mrs. Carroll W.
Guy, mother of the groom-
elect, were presented cor-
sages of white mums.
Grandmothers of the bride-
elect, Mrs. Hoyt Craig and
Mrs. Roy Bowen, and sisters
of the bride-elect, Mrs. Jim
Collier and Patti Craig, and
Peggy Guy, sister of the
groom-elect, were presented
corsages.
The coffee table was
covered in green organdy with
a center piece of spring
flowers with a cherub.
Throughout the house were
fresh flowers and blooming
plants. The guests were in-
vited on a tour of the beautiful
home.
Coffee and spiced tea were
served from a silver service.
Served with the coffee were
rosettes, nut chews, hot
chicken balls and Quiche
Lorraine to sixty guests of
family members, neighbors
and friends.
The bride-elect received 'a
pair of Pewter Candle holders
as the hostesses gift from Mrs.
Holmes Ellis, Mrs. Vandal
Wrather, Mrs. V. N. Allbritten
and Mrs Erwin.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Ronalo Barrow of Murray





was Mrs. Dorothy Brannon of
Puryear, Tenn.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Robert Skinner of Murraq
As been dismissed froqi








Mrs. Rose Mary Graham
and Baby Girl, P. 0. Box 88,
Hickman, Tim Burchfield,
1603 Belmont Drive, Murray,
Jerry Eldridge, Route 1,
Alrno, Mrs. Norma Pittman,
Route 1, Box 399, Mayfield,
George P. Garland, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth E.
Thompscn, Route 7, Box 88,
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Robinson, Route 1, Puryear,
In., Mrs. Audra M. Bell,
Route 1, Box 348, Murray,
Jesse E. Simmons, 737 Nash
Drive, Murray, John Robert
Pruitt, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Lois Vivian Marsh, New
Concord, Lloyd Cunningham,
Route 3, Benton, Mrs. Opal E.
McClure, 915 N. 18th Street,
Murray, Mrs. Mate Ida
Harris, 619 Ellis Drive,
Murray, Tennis R. Higgins,
Route 3, Box 332, Murray, Coy
E. Lee, Route 5, Benton, Mrs.
Lula Simmons, Hazel.
Ladies









Baby Girl Page ( mother
Beverley), Rt. 4, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Stanley L. Meadows, 730
Fairlane, Murray, Donald R.
Townley, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., Miss Anna F. Smith,
806 Main St., Benton, Miss
Lorene Falwell, Rt. 3,
Murray, James R. Phillips,
Gen. Del., Hardin, Rural R.
Jones, 507 Whitnell, Murray,
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It is sometimes said that the
books of all public offices are
open for inspection by any tax-
payer at any time, and
therefore, the publication of an-
nual reports is unnecessary.
This is a half-truth at best. The
books of every public office,
„ theoretically, are open to the in-
• spection of any taxpayer, but in
actual practice, as every
honest official knows, it is a
physical impossibility for tax-
payers to get their information
in that way.
It would require the services
of at least one additional person
to each county, township, and
municipal office to direct tax-
payers to the records, and
assist them in finding the in-
formation in which they are in-
terested; and that would be an
expense many times the cost of
the published statement.
The taxpayer would not be
able to have a complete copy of
the receipts and expenditures
of every public office unless he
could take several weeks of his
own time in which to copy
them. Furthermore, if 10 per
10 Years Ago
A four lane highway from Murray to
Benton was promised to the people of
Calloway County yesterday by Henry
Ward, Kentucky Commissioner of
HIghways.
Deaths reported include William
Marberry Cain, Edgar Fielder, and
Irvan Linn.
Telephone users in the Murray area
will begin paying ten per cent in excise
taxes on their telephone bills mailed
beginning April 1.
"College High is now known as
Murray University School and Murray
State College is now known as Murray
State University," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Births reported include a boy, Reaald
Keith, to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Redden, and
a boy, Jesse Dan, to Mr. and Mrs. Nick
Horton, both on March 28.
20 Years Ago
Army Pvt. Ronald A. Jones is
receiving advanced infantry training in
the Fourth Armored Division at Fort
Hood, Texas.
Miss Charlene Robinson, oboist,
representing the Murray Woman's
Club, placed second in the District
Music Contest held at Paducah. She is a
student of Prof. David Gowans of the
Murray State College Fine Arts
Department.
pa Bruce Coyle of the Memorial
Baptist Church will speak at an Easter
sunrise service at Murray State
baseball field on Easter Sunday
morning.
Hazel beat Almo to win the Calloway
County Junior Tournament at the final
game on March 29.
Murray State's annual Blue-White
football game was played last night.
Jim Cullivan is Murray State College
coach.
cent of the taxpayers in any
county chose to inspect the
public records and to make
copies of a part of them, the
records never would be
available for office clerks to
use.
Consider, too, how im-
practical this system would be
on those occasions when
public interest runs high in
some certain office and facts
and figures must be obtained
for thousands of people in the
space of a few days.
Easy, Convenient for Taxpayer
The need for a complete copy
of the report of public officials
is not to be underestimated.
Most taxpayers are neither ac-
countants nor politicians: they
do not readily understand all of
the items in a report and must
examine it at their leisure and
with repeated attention to the
least understood items.
Often they must take the
report to some friend who has
greater knowledge of ac-
counting and of the
procedure in public office in or-
der to get a thorough
knowledge of how public money
was handled
Any method, therefore,
which does not make it easy
and convenient for each tax-
payer to have a copy of every
report of a public official is
inadequate in a democratic
system of government. The
very least to which a man or
woman whose money goes to
support government is entitled
is a simple, complete, clear
statement of what was done
with it.
The law demands this and the
taxpayers to the city, county,
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TODAY'S TOPIC: THE SICKNESS OF PORN
Since the Watergate affair,
Americans have heard a great deal
about public corruption. But what about
private corruption—the breakdown of
moral values among our people?
Specifically, what about the ugly tide of
pornography now flooding America?
When will Americans do something
about that?
Such questions must be asked and
answered. In the space of only a few
years, pornography has invaded almost
every community in the land. Diseased
fantasies fill the pages of slick
magazines sold on countless
newsstands. Even the supposedly
milder motion pictures, rated PG, are
composed of one crudity after another.
The networks seem bent on catching up
with the movies and slick journals in
their exploitation of sex.
The apoligists for pornography are
busy trying to sell the idea that porn is
harmless. A number of libertarian





NEW YORK (AP) — Having earned a
B.A. degree from the University of
Minnesota in his native Minneapolis,
Curtis Carlson became a salesman for
Procter & Gamble, with the goal of
making $100 a week. That was in 1937.
Now, approaching age 62, Carlson
still holds goals before him, goals that
he says "are just as exciting, and on a
much bigger scale." His current goal is
to achieve $1 billion in sales by 1961.
After one year of selling soap for
P&G, Carlson founded Gold Bond
Stamp Co. His immediate goal, he said
at breakfast the other day, was to be in
five states in five years.
That goal was met. New ones were
set and met. Gold Bond spread to
Canada, Europe, Japan, the Caribbean,
South America. One goal led to another.
Food store stamps led to broader
consumer and business incentives.
With stamps being offered in 70 per
cent of food stores, Carlson set diver-
sification as a goal in the early 1960s.
He entered the hotel business, then
property development, finance, food
retailing, manufacturing, restaurants.
Names such as Radisson Hotel Corp.,
Carlson Properties, the May Co., Arden
Wholesale Inc., North American
Financial Corp., Superior Fiber
Products Inc., and T.G.I. Friday's
Restaurants joined Gold Bond.
As the number of individual concerns
pyramided within Carlson Companies
Inc., amazingly, Carlson retained
private control of every one of them:
No partners, no outside shareholders,
no public financing.
With sales of nearly $500 million a
year, Curt Carlson has now decided °el
the billion dollar goal, and it is unlikely
that any of his 8,000 employes has not at
some time heard or read about that
goal.
"If you don't have goals in front of
your people all the time you'll find petty
distractions developing," he said,
recalling his own early days, when
goals were written on pieces of paper
and folded into his wallet.
Attempting to draw lessons from his
experience, Carlson said: "You've got
to get a stake. And then you must set
goals and not get distracted."
Later: "The best advice I can give
young fellows is not to let time slip
away with petty distractions. For five
day's work you stay even. It's on the
sixth day, on Saturday, that you get
ahead.
"Work hard to get that nestegg.
You've got to get that little stake
besides the return on your own labor, so
that something's going on night and
day. When half your dough is coming
from investments, it's possible to start
growing."
By then you'll probably have an
organization working for you, allowing
you to enjoy other pursuits, including
your family, in Carlson's case a wife,
two daughters and sons-in-law and
eight grandchildren.
Carl/son is a relaxed looking man, in
his opinion a family man and not a
"workaholic."
HARRIGAN
that government should not interfere
with smut-peddling, as though it were
simply a harmless commercial ac-
tivity.
The presence of pornography is
evidence of decadence. Moreover, it
causes a deterioration of the moral
fiber of the nation. The bedonistic at-
titude of today's permissive society,
which produces toleration of porno
magazines and films, is the attitude of
ancient societies in process of disin-
tegration.
Ronald Butt, in a recent article in the
London Times, cited the debasement of
people through degrading spectacles.
"In the Coliseum," he wrote, "the
mob (and the upper class) of Rome
were systematically addicted by their
rulers to the frenzy and titillation of
sadistic violence by a steady
progression from less to more until the
Roman character itself was con-
ditioned to coarse insensibility to
suffering."
This could be a description of what is
happening as a result of the in-
troduction of pornography into the
American experience. Great numbers
of people in our country are being
addicted to the frenzy and titillation of
pornographic materials, so that the
American character is being con-
ciitioned to coarse insensibility to
perverted scenes and degrading
spectacles. What would have provoked
disgust a generation ago is accepted as
routine today.
Pornography conditions people to
anti-human attitudes and unnatural
experiences, and is thus a principal
source of brutalization in society. It
paves the way for totalitarianism, in
that it treats men and women as things
and objects of experiments and
manipulation. Pornography, therefore,
is immoral in its nihilism, in its
rejection of normal human experiences
and bonds, including genuine affection
and loyalty.
Clearly, if America is to enjoy or-
dered freedom in the future, based on
civilized values, it will have to deter-
mine that pornography is outside the
allowable limits of free expression.
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 31, the
91st day of 1976. There are 275 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1854, the first treaty
between the United States and Japan
was signed, opening two Japanese ports
to trade with the outside world.
On this date—
In 1732, the composer, Joseph Haydn,
was born in Austria.
In 1889, the Eiffel Tower was opened
in Paris.
In 1917, the United States took
possession of the American Virgin
Islands after their purchase from
Denmark.
In 1931, Managua, Nicaragua was
destroyed by an earthquake.
In 1943, in World War II, American
bombers pounded the shipyards in the
Dutch port of Rotterdam.
In 1949, Newfoundland became
Canada's tenth province after a
plebiscite.
Ten years ago: In South Africa,
Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd's
Nationalist Party won the greatest
election victory in the nation's history.
Five years ago: Lieutenant William
Calley was sentenced to life im-
prisonment after being convicted by a
militay court of slaying 22 South
Vietnamese at My Lai.
One year ago: President Ford's six-
month clemency program for Vietnam
war deserters and draft evaders of-
ficially ended.
Today's birthdays: Former high
commissioner for Germany John
McCloy is 81 years. Entertainer Henry
Morgan is 61.
Thought for today: A man always has
two reasons for doing anything — a
good reason and the real reason. — J.
Pierpont Morgan, American financier,
1837-1913.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, Benedict Arnold's
American forces were continuing the
siege of the Canadian city of Quebec in
spite of severe hardship, including
short rations and an outbreak of small
Pox.
Bible Thought
Jesus Christ the same yesterday,
and today, and forever. Hebrews
13:8.
Amid life's changes, our trust in
God is a firm anchor.
I-IEARTUNV
Heartline talked to 72-year-old Lydia
Bragger, the National Coordinator of
the Gray Panthers Media Watch. Lydia
Bragger, a widow, grandmother of
eight children and great-grandmother
of six, is extremely proud of being old,
and works diligently to convey to
America's old people that old age is
nothing to be ashamed of.
Like her friend and co-worker, Miss
Maggie Kuhn, Lydia Bragger considers
it an insult to be addressed as young
lady and dislikes the terminology
"Senior Citizen."
Lydia Bragger is one of many who
feel that television is giving a distorted,
demeaning image of what being old is
really abdut. Lydia feels that television,
in generals is stereotyping America's
old as shuffling, stumbling, senile,
idiots, and this stereotyping is harmful
in many ways.
This is the first part of a two-part
interview. Part Two will be in Hear-
tline's Friday column.
Heartline: Can you tell us a little
about your background?
Mrs. Bragger: I have had my own
T.V. show, an interphase program on
the Old Testament. I was the Public
Relations Director for the State Council
of Churches in Rhode Island, and I have
conducted workshops for the National
Council of Churches all over the
country and in Puerto Rico. I have
traveled extensively and, of course, am
now traveling frequently giving lec-
tures on the Gray Panthers and Media
Watch in particular.
Heartline: Why do you feel there is a
need for Media Watch?
Mrs. Bragger: I think this country
has been brainwashed into thinking
that being old is disastrous. Old age is
viewed as a disease and something to
be ashamed of. So much, in fact, that
too many old people do not like to be
called old, and I feel the media, in
particular the television media, has
played heavily in this.
Heartline: Is this why you dislike
being called a "Senior Citizen?"
Mrs. Bragger: Yes, we say "young
people," and we say "middle age
people" so why can't we refer to old
people as "old people." The reason we
do not is because society has been
conditioning us to think of "old people"
in the negative vein.
Heartline: How, in your or Media
Watch's opinion, does T. V. help to
display the image that old is bad?
Mrs. Bragger: We feel that some
shows stereotype old people as being
shuffling, toothless, sexless, senile,
meddlesome, irate or just plain sen-
seless and idiotic. Commercials show
old people as experts on pain and ache
remedies, cough medicine and con-
stipation. Old age and illness are
synonymous, and this is an implication
that old age is a disease, something to
be afraid of or something to be
ashamed of.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
questions to Heartline, please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Isn't It The Truth
What this country needs is a basic
construction manual for outraged
diners on how to complain to restaurant
managers. Among the methods I have
employed, the best is a complaint
voiced clearly, and loud enough to
reach the ears of the other patrons.
Quick and decisive results are the
reward. You either get thrown out or
the manager tears up the check. Either
way you don't have to pay for the
bellyache.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger tt Times is
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Research has made some
progress in understanding
myasthenia grave (MG), long a
poorly understood, mysterious
disease.
This illness affects an esti-
mated quarter of a million adult
Americans Many cases undoub-
tedly go indiagnosed because
the symptoms are mild or atypi-
cal The usual symptom is
neuromuscular weakness which
results in drooping eyelids occa-
sional double vision, and slurred
speech These problems may
vary in severity from time to
time.
The cause of the disease is
unknown. Therefore. ways of
preverting it are unclear.
Most experimental evidence
Nit icates that MG is an autoirn-
mune disorder which results
from an attack an certain nor-
mal times by the body's own
immunological defense system
How such attacks are brought an
L( not understood No method of
prevention has been successful
Researchers at the Johns
By FJ.L Blasingame, M.D.
Hopkins University Schaal of
Medicine have succeeded in
transferring the disease from ac-
tive human cases to laboratoty
animals This success points to
the fact that a circulating ele-
ment or factor is present in the
blood serum of MG victims It
has been transferred to mice,
where it produced similar
sYMPforns-
This accomplishment may
allow the isolation or identifica-
tion of the factor. Knowing more
of its characteristics may prove
helpful in working out the pre-
vention, control, and treatment
of active cases
At this time, treatment of MG
may require the removal of the
thymus gland tthymectomy)
because it is the site of antibody
production which is associated
with name reaction this bnngs
on the symptoms After thymec-
teeny, the allergic response of the
body to its own tissue is reduced
ALso, allergic tissue reactions
may he quieted or suppressed by
fatigue if it is unexplained in
other ways. Consider having a
general checkup, a tedietit of
your thyroid activity, and a
blood count. You may want to
ask your physician about seeing
another doctor in consultation if
your tests do not clarify your
diagnosis I suggest that preg-
nancy be deferred until the
cause of the trouble is identified
anu until it responds to treat-
ment
Q: Miss T.F. says that she
believes more persons are wear-
ing eyeglasses than ever before
and she wonders whether most
of us are using our eyes too
much.
A: Our population has in-
creased so that more perCIFIC are
around to wear glawas More
eye testing is done than in
former years, and visual errors
that went uncorrected before
are now corrected. Lang. ardin-
ary, and regular use of the eyes
does not produce visual defects
cortisone derivatives to bring
amelioration of symptoms, if
necessary.
It is not known why untreated
MG victims tend to develop
cancer at a rate which is better
than five times greater than that
of the normal population. This
characteristic may be related to
a defective system of immunity.
Q: Mrs JS reports tests which
show too much and ton little
thyroid and asks about the
benefits of vitamins and effects
of another pregnancy.
A: Your information about
thyroid is confusing and may be
inaccurate. Thyroid tests are
quite reliable, especially those
done on a sample of blood by a
dependable laboratory Low
thyroid activity could account
for fatigue Of course. it could he
from a lack of adequate blood
(anemia) or from a low-grade in-
fection, if fever and kw of
weight are present. Psychologi-
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CETA Crew An Asset
Story and Photos by
ANN KELLY ELLIS
& DAN PATTERSON
Calloway Co. Pubic Relations
The CETA program has been responsible for several recent improvement
projects throughout Calloway County. The construction crew is headed by
Charlie McKenny, foreman, and Dale Myers, who serves as the assistant super-
visor. One positive aspect of the program is that it provides educational
UNIVERSITY
The CETA crew assisted in the tearing down of some old buildings on the
Murray State University campus. They removed one building in order to make
room for the new university heating plant.
Orin Bickel, head of the physical plant at the University, said, "they've done
a real fine job, we've been very pleased. We have found them to be extremely
helpful to us in accomplishing the project for which our employees could not be
scheduled due to other pressing needs on campus."
HEALTH CENTER
The CETA crew has helped with the remodeling and new addition to the
Calloway County Health Center. The crew removed bricks from the existing
structure and foundations were poured for the new addition. Some interior com-
pletions, which included carpentry and cabinet work, were also done by the
CETA employees.
Additionally, the CETA crew supplemented all other improvements which
were not included in the construction contract with Crouch Construction. Some
of these extra improvements included the building of closet shelves and book-
cases, and some interior painting.
R. L. Cooper, Director of the Health Center was well pleased with the work of
the CETA group. "They've been a real invaluable asset to us and have been at














On August 19 and 20, 1975, the structure was dismantled and moved to its new
and permanent location in the new Murray-Calloway County Park. The historic
structure formerly occupied a site on the campus of Murray State University
until moved by the CETA crew.
Two members of the crew, Joe Ed Boyd and Stanley Hale, handcarved the
wooden doorhinges in order to match the original ones. Under direction of
Charlie McKenney, CETA supervisor, the crew added a two-foot overhang to
allow rain runoff. Also added for preseverance was a concrete slab foundation
covered with a wood floor. Each shingle of the roof was hand split.
The CETA crew poured 30 light pole foundations, with each foundation
requiring approximately 10 yards of concrete. With these foundations and other
concrete mirk, the crew poured approximately 300 yards of concrete at the
Murray-Calloway County Park. The Murray Electric System then erected the
light poles on these foundations.
To Local Programs
trauung on the job as each project is undertaken.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller stated that the CETA program is,
"the best program of this nature that we've ever had in Ca11o97 County."
Additional CETA employees not working on the conMructl work crew are
assigned at various locations in the county. These locations include the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital; Murray City Schools; Calloway County School
System; Calloway County Courthouse; the Calloway County Public Library:
and the Calloway County Road Garage.
AIRPORT
Helping to supplement recent improvements at the Murray-Calloway County
Airport, the CETA crew built a 10-unit T-Hanger, which is a completely en-
closed housing facility for airplanes. The steel-structured building is nearly
10,000 square feet of covered area. The CETA group also did some interior
remodeling of the airport office.
According to Hamp Erwin who is Secretary-Treasurer of the Murray-
Calloway County Airport Board, the CETA crew. .."did an outstanding job." He
further stated, "They saved us between $7,000 and $10,000. They worked hard
for us and saved us a lot of money."
JAIL
Improvements to the Calloway County Jail involved a two week effort Par-
ticularly time consuming was the painting of cell blocks which required in-
dividual painting of the iron bars. Also, the jail was completely repainted inside
and outside. The CETA crew constructed a large laundry hamper to facilitate
cleaning.
The Calloway County jail, recognized as the finest fail in the Jackson Pur-
chase, has separate quarters for female prisoners as well as juveniles. Wimpy
Jones, Calloway County Jailer, was elated at the improvements contributed by
the CETA crew. "I very much appreciated the fine job performed by Charlie
McKenney and his crew."
CITY HALL
The second floor of the Murray City Hall was remodeled to provide office
space for the police chief, secretary to the police chief, and city detectives. Ad-
ditional space will also be available for the mayor's conference room.
Other improvements made to the City Hall included a new storage arem for
police department property, and the Office for the secretary to the Murray City
Police Court was painted. The CETA crew re-worked the entire electrical
wiring system to accommodate the new rooms.
The task was directed by a licensed electrician working as a member of the
CETA crew. Also added was an over-head lighting system. The entire project
covered a period of about five weeks.
Dex ;POUND
The CETA crew built eight shelters to provide more housing and additional
shelter from the weather. Also the crew placed a fiber lining material around
the pens which was needed as protection from the rain.
aRcurr (1,ERKS OFFICE
In order to provide more and centralized storage space for the Circuit Court
Clerk and staff, the cx-ra crew built ad installed eleven feet of cabinets.
Remarking on the work of the crew, Francis Shea, Calloway County Circuit
Chat stated that.. "the men did a very onnansollabie Job in a period of four
dos and I am vary pleased vrith them and WIN* did."
LIBRARY
Adding to the improvements at the Calloway County Public Library,
CETA crew built some small "puppet houses" to be used in children's an
tertainment. The crew also dug all the shubbery and placed it in storage. Whmi
the new addition is completed to the library, the CETA employees will replant
the shubbery.
In commenting on the work of the CETA crew, Margaret Trevathan, Director
of the Library. said, "We appreciate the fine work and cooperation performed
by the CETA employees in the beginning stages of the library construelks
Proket:'
• ..........••••••••11 1
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TOO HIGH Ma—Senior bosoms Jock Percents of the 'Brats lays down o bunt in th
e bottom
of the seventh. Percents forced. mower sot at second, reached first on the fisider'
s choice end
later scored the winning run.
Cy Young Award Goal
For Reds' Gary Nolan
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
If the New York Mets can't
come to terms with 1975 Cy
Young Award winner Tom
Seaver, perhaps they can
trade him to Cincinnati for,
1976 Cy Young winner Gary
Nolan.
What, you didn't know
Nolan had won the '76 Young
Award? Oh, it won't be an-
nounced officially until after
the season; but pitching coach
Larry Shepard of the Reds has
set that as a goal for Nolan.
"Last year, I wanted Nolan
to be Comeback Pitcher of the
Year," Shepard said. But
Seaver won that along with the
Cy Young. "In my book he
was. This year, my goal for




hurled three scoreless innings,
allowing two hits and fanning
three, as the Reds got home
runs from Ken Griffey, Ed
Armbrister and George
Foster and trimmed the
Philadelphia Phillies 7-1.
Nolan, who missed the 1973
and 1974 seasons with shoulder
problems, came back last
year with a 15-9 record.
Luis Tiant, another former
arm case who made it all the
way back, allowed one run and
four hits in five innings as the
Boston Red Sox beat the St.
Louis Cardinals 6-3.
Los Angeles lefty Tommy
John, who hasn't pitched since
1974 when he ripped tendons in
his elbow, wasn't discouraged
when the Baltimore Orioles
raked him for four runs and
nine hits in six innings of the
Dodgers' 13-8 victory.
"I feel fine," he said. "I'm
pleased and confident. I threw
effortlessly."
Elsewhere along the
exhibition trail, Jerry Reuss
fired six shutout innings as the
Pittsburgh Pirates beat the
Detroit Tigers 3-1. Seaver
failed to come to contract
terms and then was touched
for three runs in five innings
as the winless Mets bowed to
the New York Yankees 6-4 in
10 innings.
Chris Arnold's 10th-inning
triple and three successive
walks enabled the San
Francisco Giants to edge
Oakland 10-9 despite two
homers and five runs batted in
by the A's Reggie Jackson,
who boosted his spring
average to .438.
George Scott homered in the
Milwaukee Brewers' 4-2
triumph over the Cleveland
Indians and California's Gary
Ross, Dick Lange and Joe
Pactwa combined on a four-
hitter as the Angels blanked
the San Diego Padres 4-0.
Mike Hargrove's two-run
triple led the Texas Rangers
past the Atlanta Braves 4-1;
rookie Chet Lemon's two-run
pinch single in the ninth inning
lifted the Chicago White Sox
over the Kansas City Royals 3-
2; Bill Campbell and Tom
Burgmeier allowed six hits
and one earned run as the
Minnesota Twins downed the
Montreal Expos 5-3, but a split
squad of Twins lost to Houston
6-3 when Greg Gross' two-run
double highlighted a four-run
third inning for the Astros
against Dave Goltz.
Ken Frailing's one-hit
pitching through five innings
helped the Chicago Cubs turn
back Arizona State University
5-1.
AS
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Fitzsimmons Axed As Coach




Atlanta Hawks' players ex-
pressed shock Tuesday night
at Cotton Fitzsimmons' firing
as head coach, adding they
had known for some time he
had planned to resign after the
National Basketball
Association season.
"Everybody knew he wasn't
coming back," star forward
Lou Hudson said. "He told us
that two or three weeks ago. I
was surprised in the sense that
they didn't wait until the end
of the season. I don't think one
change like this so late in the
season will make much dif-
ference."
M.B. "Bud" Seretean, the
Hawks' president and general
manager, announced Fit-
zsimmons' dismissal in a
short news release distributed
just prior to the Hawks' 130-
126 overtime defeat by the
Milwaukee Bucks Tuesday
night.
It was the Hawks' 11th
successive defeat over-all and
18th in a row on the road. They
had led the Central Division
early in the season, winning 10
of their first 17 games, but are
11-33 since Jan. 1. They
currently are 28-47 and
doomed to a last place finish.
Gene Tormohlen, promoted
from assistant coach to in-
terim head coach, said he had
been informed of the change
while on a scouting trip
Monday, but that club officials
could not reach Fitzsimmons
until Tuesday.
Tormohlen said the change
"came as a complete surprise
to me," adding he had not
discussed with club officials
the possibility he may apply
for the head coaching job on a
permanent basis.
Fitzsimmons left














Sponsored in cooperation with the Kentucky
Art, Commission and the National Endowment
for the Arta.
"Cotton had informed us
recPntly that he wanted to get
back to a veteran team, not
stay with one with so many
young players like us," for-
ward John Brown said. "We
didn't think he'd get fired, but
would resign at the end of the
season."
"I think we all liked Cotton
as individuals," he said. "But
perhaps there came a point
where he didn't respect us as
ballplayers, and we didn't
respect him as a coach. That
was time for him to leave. I'm
sure that in another situation
he'll be very successful,
because he is a good coach."
"Gene told us before the
game, and I was shocked. I
can't say anything bad about
him," forward John Drew said
of Fitzsimmons.
Fitzsimmons was named
Hawks' coach in 1972 after
having been the Phoenix Suns'
coach two seasons. His over-
all record with the Hawks was
112-134, and his six-year NBA
record was 237-247.
Atlanta's best finish under




Cotton Fitzsimmons was fired
as coach of the Atlanta Hawks
and asssistant Gene Tor-
mohlen was named interim
coach.
GENERAL
SPOKANE, Wah. - Edsol
Sneva, Jr, 24, one of five
brothers who followed their
father into auto racing, died in
a Spokane convalescent home
of injuries suffered in a 1974
racing accident
Expansion Draft For Seattle,
Tampa Bay Franchises Ends
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Tampa
Bay's John McKay called it
"just another day of
recruiting." Seattle's Jack
Patera called it "a numbers
game." But the coaches of the
National Football League's
two expansion franchises
finally have some players to
put into their bright new
uniforms.
Now it's a matter of seeing if
these guys can get together,
become teams instead of
individuals and maybe win a
few games.
As McKay put it: "It was
just another day of recruiting
... We'll go home now, sit
down, put the players' names
on a blackboard and say,
'Here they are, now what do
we do?'
"We picked a good basic
roster and we got our share of
good football players. Seattle
did, too."
Or, as Patera, referring to
the 26 teams that gave up the
players to stock the Buc-
caneers and his Seahawks,
said: "These teams have their
own reasons for putting
players up. At times you get
into a numbers game."
What they have is 39 names
apiece. More will come next
week when the NFL conducts
its annual collegiate draft.
But what kind of names do
the Buccaneers and Seahawks
have now? They have tested
veterans (but are they over
the hill?) and unproven
youngsters (but will their
promise ever be fulfilled?).
Each of the 26 veteran
teams was permitted to
protect 32 players in all. Each
time a player was picked from
the available list, that team
was permitted to pull back
another player and protect
him. Eventually, each old club
gave up three players.
Among the "name" players
picked by Tampa Bay were
McKay's son, J.K., a wide
receiver with the University of
Southern California when his
dad was the Trojans' coach;
former Southern Cal star
running back AntrxitiY1Uvis;
Oakland running back Harold
Hart and tight end Bob Moore;
Miami linebacker Doug Swift
(who says he's retiring to
enter medical school), Kansas
City safety Jim Kearney and




Curtis and running back Bill
Olds, Miami tackle Norm
Evans, Los Angeles
linebacker Ken Geddes and
cornerback Eddie McMillan,
Pittsburgh defensive back
Dave Brown and Detroit tight
end John McMakin. The
Seahawks also picked the only
two quarterbacks — New
England's Neil Graff and St.
Louis' Gary Keithley.
Both Davis and the younger
McKay chose the World
Football League over the NFL
a year ago, each signing with
the Southern California 4Sun
before the Sun — and the
entire WFL — sank slowly into
bankruptcy.
Davis was the second-round
selection by the New York
Jets, McKay a 16th-round pick
by the Cleveland Browns.
When the WFL went under,
both went north — Davis to the
Toronto Argonauts of the
Canadian Football League,
McKay to a coaching position
at Oregon State University.
Davis is under contract to
the Argos, but that doesn't
seem to bother the elder
McKay just yet. "He's gone to
Canada," he said, "but a lot of
people who have gone there
have returned."
As for being reunited with
his son—if J.K. so chooses—
McKay said he was delighted.
And when asked if he thought
J.K. would be easier to coach
as a pro than as a collegian,
McKay replied: "If he catches
the ball and runs the right
routes, he will be."
Both clubs expressed
satisfaction with the material
they acquired. "Both clubs did
well," said Hugh Culverhouse,
owner of the Buccaneers.
"I'm pleased, excited, very
satisfied with the quality of
our players. Basically we
wanted as many first-string
players as we could get."
And Patera added: "The
over-all quality of the players
was surprising. There were
more good football players
than I expected. The draft has
turned out very well for us.
McKay was a bit more
reserved in his initial
assessment. "There were
quite a few people we thought
were real good football
players," he said. "There
were some surprises, some
not ... The players' quality
was higher than we expected.
"I don't think we're
tremendously strong in any
area," McKay added.
OTASCO
HOME OF BETTER VALUES
FOR OVER 58 YEARS
SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF LAWN & GARDEN SUPPLIES.
EVERYTHING FROM TRACTOR









7-blade criss cross action. 6,000 cuts per min-
ute. Rechargeable batteries & charger included.
Upright Grass Trimmer, B8.0 .5 ins. .13.88
Lawn Boy Mower
Lawn Bey Solid State, 111-In. 4s-ra4-1 179.95
-
...sswn Boy Sofia State, 21-In. As na • 119.93
Angertip Rama Starter
3Y2 H.P. Galin





















Decorative chips, sizes %-in.
to 1/4-in. Covers 5-sq. ft. 50-
lb. bog 4S-147-3
Lawn Um*, SO-lbs,
\ 42-167 5  911ty
PEAT. Bacterially active, 97%
organic, 2 cu. ft. bog. 45-167
Sale Prices Good at Over







Pacts. Cover, rope carry ,
ing handle. 61 500
Spin cost set.
reel. 61 1911-7
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FOR THE GREATEST COACH — Merrily State baseball ceedi Johnny Reagan was presented with
a plaque from his players after the 'Breds defeated North Dakota 3-2 Tuesday for Reagen's
400th college coaching win.
(Stet Photos by Mike Brewton)
Braves Ride McAdoo's
•Hot Hand For Victory
By Are Associated Press In the only American
Let's meet the starting line- Basketball Association game,
up for the Boston Celtics: At the Denver Nuggets trounced
the forwards, John Havlicek the Spirits of St. Louis 133-112.
and Steve Kuberski; at center, McAdoo hit his first four
Dave Cowens; at the guards, shots en route to a 29-point
Charlie Scott and Jo Jo White. performance and got Buffalo
And now let's meet the off to a flying start against
finishing line-up for the Boston Boston. He finished with 13-
Celtics: At the forwards, for-24 shooting after con-
Kuberski and Glenn necting on five of six shots and
McDonald; at center, Jim scoring 12 points in the
Ard; at the guards, Kevin opening period, pacing Buf-
Stacom and Jerome Ander- falo to a 25-16 lead. It was 49-40
son. at halftime and the Celtics,
Neither contingent was who have clinched the Atlantic
what you expect the Boston Division crown, played most
Celtics to be as the Buffalo of the second half with their
Braves rode the hot hand of top five players — Havlicek,
Bob McAdoo to a 93-83 victory Cowens, Scott, White and Paul
and moved into sole Silas — on the bench.
possession of second place in Stacom was high for the
the National Basketball Celtics with 12 points, Scott
Association's Atlantic had 11 and Silas 10, the only
Division, one-half game ahead Boston players in double
of idle Philadelphia. figures. Havlicek and Silas
In other action, the Phoenix didn't play at all in the final
Suns flattened the New York period.
Knicks 113-97, the Cleveland Suns 113, Knicks 9/
Cavaliers downed the Houston Paul Westphal scored 29
Rockets 95-86, the Milwaukee points to lead surging Phoenix
Bucks shaded Atlanta 130-126 to its seventh consecutive
in overtime after the Hawks victory while mathematically
fired Coach Cotton Fitz- eliminating the Knicks from
simmons, the Portland Trail the playoffs for the first time
Blazers nipped the Kansas since 1966. By winning,
City Kings 114-113 and the Phoenix gained sole
Golden State Warriors topped possession of second place in
the Chicago Bulls 94-84. the Pacific Division.
Reagan Gets His 400th t .1.7.
Win Of Coaching Career
Cavaliers 95, Rockets 86
Campy Russell scored seven
points to keep Cleveland alive
in a slow-moving fourth
quarter. The Cavaliers trail
Washington by one game in
the Central Division and need
one more victory — or a loss
by the Rockets—to make the
playoffs for the first time in
their history.
Bucks 130, Hawks 126
Elmore Smith scored four of
his 31 points in overtime as the
Bucks beat Atlanta in Gene
Tormohlen's first game as the
Hawks' interim coach. Cotton
Fitzsimmons was fired shortly
before the game.
Trail Blazers 114, Kings 113
Sidney Wicks scored the last
five of his game-high 34 points
in the final two minutes to give
Portland a sweep of the five-
game series between the two
teams.
Warriors 94, Bulls 84
Rick Barry and Phil Smith
led a fourth-quarter charge
that enabled the Warriors to
win their 55th game of the
year.
Nuggets 133, Spirits 112
Reserve Gus Gerard and
rookie David Thompson
ignited a Denver surge in the
final quarter as the Nuggets
broke open a tight 97-92
contest.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Illinois has meant a lot to
Johnny Reagan over the past
years as head baseball coach
at Murray State University.
But Illinois never came
through like it did Tuesday
afternoon.
It was the bottom of the
seventh and North Dakota and
the Thoroughbreds were tied
at 2-2. A run in the Murray half
of the inning would give
Reagan his 400th career
coaching win.
Off the mound walked
sophomore lefthander Greg
Cruse of Goreville, Ill. Cruse
had just finished pitching a
masterpiece, giving up only
four hits while walking
five and recording a staff
season high of 12 strikeouts.
Centerfielder David Hughes
walked to open the Murray
seventh and then Illinois
began to come through. Jack
Perconte, the best bunter on
the team, tried laying one
down but it went a bit too high
in the air before hitting the
ground.




Raceway opens its gates to the
latest model stock cars in a
seven state area Saturday, the
third of April.
PIR features super stock
and hobby stock races. The
track is also introducing a
street car class of racing this
season in which the only
modification is a roll cage for
driver safety.
PIR is a three-eighths mile
oval dirt track with unique 25
degree banking. It offers a full
five months of racing with
races scheduled every
Saturday of the season. There
is seating for 5,000 spectators
plus 10 acres of parking area.
This season marks Charlie
Harrison's second year as
manager of PIR, and his tenth





tucky, as well as several years
as a professional driver.
Rules and specifications for
building all classes of cars




Virginia Wade of Great
Britain battled to an uphill 4-6.
6-2, 6-1 victory over Natasha
Chrnyreva of the Soviet Union
and advanced to the second
round of the 675,000
Philadelphia tennis tour-
nament.
SAO PAULO, Brazil — Phil
Dent of Australia topped
Charles Passarell of Puerto
Rico 6-3, 1-6, 6-4 to gain a berth








When Are You Ready To Live? When You Are Willing
To Die For What You Believe In, Says Doug Cross
Martin Luther King once said that if a person isn't
willing to die for something he believes in, then why is he
even willing to live?
That sums up Doug Cross. For on April 23, the motor-
cycle daredevil will try his "Towering Inferno" jump
again. Last June 21, Cron was nearly killed while per-
forming the act at Marion.
There will be only one thing different this time when
Cross jumps: he hopes the ending will not be like it was
last year when it left him broken-boned and in the hospital
for a couple of months.
Otherwise, there will be the same stack of 154 bales 
of
hay, soaked in gasoline. And with one match, the 
whole
scene will erupt into the "Towering Inferno" 
as flames
will shoot over 100 feet into the southern Illinois a
ir.
Why?
"This is what I'm doing for a living from now on," Cro
ss
said Tuesday night in a telephone 
conversation. "I WO
down for a while but I'm coming back.
"I enjoy what I do. And if I should do it wrong 
and die,
then at least I will die doing something that I 
enjoy."
For those of you who dofil like daredevils, I suggest
only you meet this young man sometime. His manager is
Hillman Lyons of Murray and Cross often frequents
Murray, though it is not publicized.
He is the kind of guy you'd want your son to be like. He
doesn't drink, smoke, cuss, use dope or anything like that.
He just wants to do something he believes in. And what's
wrong with that?
If the jump in Marion, Ill., April 23 is successful, Cron
then hopes to attempt to jump over a hovering helicopter
in Murray sometime in May or June.
"I have to go back and do it again," Cron said of the
"Towering Inferno" jump.
"I just have to."
It scam his wife, his friends and his family. It scares
everyone, and though he smiles and jokes about it, down
deep, it probably scares Doug Cross.
'Mere will be a custom van show that evening with
prizes in 10 different categories to be awarded. Then
somewhere around 9p m. on April 73, Cross will go flying
through the thick flames again.
And where he lands. nobody knows.
and was called out at second
while Perconte was safe on
first with the fielder's choice.
Perconte, a senior from Joliet,
Ill., then stole second base to
put the winning run in scoring
position with one out.
John Siemanowski
grounded out and Perconte
was still on second with two
down. Then up came junior
first baseman Don Walker of
Centralia, Ill.
Walker promptly smashed a
single into rightfield, scoring
Perconte and ending the
game, giving Reagan the 400th
win. Reagon, perhaps not
knowing it was his 400th win,
walked over to the North
Dakota dugout to talk.
Assistant coach Bill
Solomon yelled for Reagan to
come back to the dugout.
Suddenly, all the players
gathered around Reagan and
presented him with a plaque in
honor of the new plateau.
Murray had scored two runs
in the third as Walker drove
both of them in with a single.
North Dakota tied it in the
fifth with a two-run double
being the big blow then the
'Breds pushed across the lone
tally in the seventh for the
victory.
In the second contest,
Murray posted righthander
Glen "Fritz" Petersen to a 4-0
lead after five innings.
The 'Breds scored two in the
second with Mike Cathey
singling in a run. With Stan
Geisler on at third and Gene
Steuber on at first, the 'Breds
played a little "keystone
cops" baseball.
Steuber took off for second,
the throw went down and
Geisler wound up stealing
home.
Freshman Robin Courtney
gave Murray a single run in
the fourth by smashing a long
homerun into rightfield, the
first four-bagger in Courtney's
collegiate career. Murray
added a single run in the fifth
to go up 4-0.
In the top of the sixth,
designated hitter Robb
Mihucka of North Dakota
touched Petersen for a two-
run homer, cutting the
Murray lead to 4-2.
But in the home half of the
sixth, the 'Breds exploded.
Stan Geisler opened the inning
with a double. Later in the
frame, he had another double,
good for two RBI's, while Don
Walker had a three-run double
and after the smoke had
cleared, the 'Breds had posted
seven more runs on the board.
Petersen went the distance
and was charged with two
earned runs while fanning
four and issuing six passes.
The 'Breds now sport a 16-5
season mark and will host the
same North Dakota club to a
twinbill today.
Scott Durham and Andy






































































THE NIT THAT DID IT—Doe Welker taluts a hefty swing and omenocts with a Angie lathe bottom of the seventh to seed in 
the
winning ran and give Johnny Rearm his 4011111 avow midis, victory et Money State.
SAVE 41 TO $62
per set of four Goodyear
POILYSTEEI! RADIALS
You've seen them advertised on TV - 'Custom Polysteel. radials are built to help avoid hydro-
planing - a loss of control that can occur when tires ride up on a slippery film of water instead
of the r..rad Eight wide tread grooves channel the water through. instead of letting it build up.
With 'Polysteer, you get gas-saving radial construction too - steel cord belts for handling sta-













yap, Pinto, Gremlin, Colt, Falcon.
Toyota I others
Vega. Cott, Dart, Pinto, Falcon,
Mustang A others
Torino, Amtiassador, Camaro, Cutlass,
Chevelle, Challenger. Roadrunner,
Charger & others
Buick. Dodge. Plymouth, Mercury,
Chevrolet
Matador Wagon, Soorbaagon Vista
Cruiser, L•Mans Wagon, Charger
Wagon & others
Chevrolet, Polars, Celeste, Monterey,
Fury, Catalina & others
Buick, Chrysler, Dodge. Ford, Olds.
Pontiac
OUICIE, Cadillac, Chevrolet Wagon,












Plus $1.98 to $3.47 F.E.T. Per Tire, depending on size.




• Cash • Gahm ainariag Charge
• Ow Owe Customer Credit Phu
• itasta Charge • Onliliesericard
• American Express Wavy Card
• Carte Shade • Mors Cl
See Your independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores.
Lube and Oil Change
$488
Up to 5 (Its of major
brand 10;30 grade oil.
10,40 grade $1 50 extra.
• Complete chassis
lubrication ar oil change
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Front-End
Alignment
• Complete analysis unit align
ment correction -In increase, tire
mileage and improve steering
safely • Preeigion reptipmen1
used by experienced mechanics
helps ensure a prerision align
men?
$1188
Ow" U.S wade tat -
outs tetra of 0001110d
lc 'toles front-wheel drove cars
Engine
lune-Up
• Our mechanics electronically
fine-tune your engine • New
Mots. plugs a condenser • Test
chargingistartIng systems. 'elitist
carburetor • Helps maintains
smooth running engine • In-




' Add $4 for / cyl..
$2 for MI cond.





Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 0:00
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NO NEED 70 CHASE FOOD EIARGA/NS!
301111Stitiv
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Fields-6 oz. Lunch





















































48 oz $ 1 °9
MILK Tall 31





  5 lb.694
GREENS is oz. 19'
Instant
Folgers
10 oz. S2 55
* PRODUCE*
Yellow
ONIONS 3 lb. Bag 39"
CABBAGE lb 10"




POTATOES 12 oz  39'
T.V. Chicken, Turkey, Salisbury Steak, Meat
Loaf








1 lb. Tin  $129
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• Formulated to promote sturdy
tomatoes.





















Front wheel drive mower with 4 H.P. Briggs & Stratton
engine. Easy lift start, automatic choke 6-position cutting






Thousands of grass-like polyethylene blades scrub
shoes clean of mud, dirt, sand, etc. Won't fade, shed,
mildew or rot; stays flexible in the coldest weather. To
clean-just shake or hose down. 18" x 30" DM26
You'll find a complete




• Multi-purpose spray to
control many fruit diseases
and insects.




Lightweight; flexible in all








• Controls established crab ' Dasilles
grass, dandelion, plantain,






• Stops weed trouble up to 1 yr.










Covers 5 times faster. Micro-
Dial controls broadcast rate







Pens eaters, sager molds, decorating kits, pees, midi mon
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LET VALENTINO GO ?-
WHY DID I SAY






















































MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
— Two victims of a fiery auto ;
crash near here Monday tIlly15r,
been identified as Wed--
Virginia soldiers stationed at
Ft. Campbell, according to
Hopkins County Coroner Tom.
Craft. .
Craft identified the indit;
through Army dental recon*:
as David Evans, 20 of Giver*.
W.Va., and Richard Murray,
20, of Charleston.
State police said the two
were killed when the car In
which they were riding struck
a bridge abutment on the
Western Kentucky Parkway




— Testimony began Tuesday
with a parade of prosecution
wiitnesses in the Hopkint




Stallings is charged with the
shooting death of his wife and
in connection with the deaths
of three of his four children by
setting fire to his house in the




Bill Gant questioned about a
dozen witnesses during the
first day of the trial, which
was moved here from
Owensboro on a change of
venue motion by Stallings.
The witnesses, including
police officers, neighbors and
a state arson inspector,
testified that Stallings' wife
had died from multiple
gunshot wounds and that





A Jefferson County grand jury
Tuesday indicted Verna
Robinson, 18, of Louisville on
charges of reckless homicide
in connection with the Jan. 9
death of her infant son.
said that "with reckl
thdisregard for e life 7 •
The grand jury indictmi
Thomas Ivory Robinson,
did cause his death."
The 11-week old child died of
malnutrition, starvation and
neglect, according to ..11.




John Muir, the naturalist, start-
ed a campaign in 1101 to pis
federal protection for the 7,09k
Sequoia in what is now Kin.
Canyon National Park. It was
not until 1940, however, that the
area was so designated.
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Sobealbars Moe bay eet
reeehed 0sir Imme-delveseil
espy 64 lbe Wormy Wow &
Moss by 5311 p. a. lieralery-
Pride, or by WI p. et. se
Seterdeys ere aged to voll
753-1416 between $:U p.
de p. a., Seadarklevy,
et p. aid 4 p. a.
Setsrdsys, to Went delivery
.4 *1 earepeper. Cols meet
be pieced by 6 p. a. week-
dm or 4 p. a. Setwarp te
graremee delivery.
•
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1 more than you bargained for
QUALITYFOODS • Sip91111.9r§pRIIICED • • • •
J Sugar Crisp
"-s 







•Nothing to Bay *Ns Cards To Peed *All You Do Is Register Each Time You
Are In The Store Drawing W•demehry et 800 p. m.



























































































'Radishes 41- kV 2 f. 29'
Pet Ritz Fruit - Apple, rsecr, awry
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WASHINGTON (AP) — On
the night of June 3, 1974, the
woman running a small
market in Harnett County,
N.C., was shot to death during
a robbery. James Woodson
and Luby Waxton were con-
victed of her murder and
sentenced to die.
On Nov. 21, 1973, two men
were found shot to death in
Gwinnett County, Ga. Troy
Leon Gregg was condemned to
death for the murders.
On July 9, 1973, in
Hillsborough County, Fla.,
Joel Medgebow was stabbed
to death. Charles William
Proffitt was sentenced to die
in the electric chair.
The procedures by which
they reached death row were
argued before the Supreme
Court today, the second day in
the court's renewed look at the
death penalty. Two other
cases, one from Louisiana and
the other from Texas, were
heard Tuesday.
Four years ago, the court
omit. terns not exact as ictured
We have more fishing items than any other area 
stere...all at discount prices
Cordell's
Choke of Colon
ruled that the death penalty,
as then applied, was too ar-
bitrary to be constitutional.
This time, Stanford law
professor Anthony G.
Amsterdam is telling the court
there is no way the death
penalty can ever be imposed
constitutionally.






















































s Lures Limit 6 Plows* 994 99'























• Choice of 
Complete •
• Worms-Jigs 
with line Goice of bow* 
- Soper MAI - •
• 
Ilasceolea - Wrieote, Soper So- •
• Curly Tails 
sesoted. 11 w. Coe •
which probably will be mane
in June, could be one of the
most important in the court's
history.
The newest justice, John
Paul Stevens, asked
Amsterdam on Tuesday
whether he felt the penalty
unacceptable no matter how
serious the offense, no matter





0. Douglas, who voted with
the majority in its 5 to 4
decision in 1972.
Amsterdam sees too many










18" x 27" Size,
Asstd. Colors
to apply the penalty fairly. He
said prosecutors have
discretion in charges they
bring and other decisions are
left to individual judges and
juries. He argued that the
death penalty differs from all
other penalties.
"Death is action, death is
final, death is irremediable,
death is beyond this world,"
he said. "The death penalty is
a legislative decision in which
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$657 Extends to 72"
Automobile
Sponges Garden4F1 AiAu'1 
Paint Sprayer
, Hoses New Recommended for(‘.. . ... .  ...
for Car or Ass
orted Sizes 
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Shipment Lacquer, Stains, Enamel,
Seat Covers Proofing, Insecticides
Sprinkler Systems viebroaliabIe




49 8' 59 











.........._,7.___ Check Uncle 
& Sizes
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• Check Uncle Jeffs Jeffs Pontmil





Lawn & Garden 




i Supplies E-g-Oa 7 
.•
for sink replacements, For Your Lawn Mowers i0• Porn Moss, Pot* Sol
/MUSE Pfilli PPal:::: Roof wpitpaesc,g'fittimesli PiPes: and n *Mufflers *MolesFine's, Illirognes,
U1— Will1 Coating, limb *Air Breathers *Throttle Cables 
II:
Ortho Wood & Feed, Manero,










He told the justices, "If you
don't accept the const,tutional
proposition that death is
different, we have lost this
case."
Amsterdam, retained by the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund,
argued the cases of Jerry
Lane Jurek, sentenced to
death for killing the 10-year-
old daughter of a Texas
policeman, and Stanislaus
Roberts, convicted of slaying
a 61-year-old service station
attendant in Louisiana.
Atty. Gen. John L. Hill of
Texas said it is the right of the
states to decide whether to
have a death penalty. "Our
very Constitution created the
right on the part of our state
legislature to make this dif-
ficult choice, as painful as it
is," he said.James L. Sabin, an
assistant district attorney
from Lake Charles, La.,
argued that under his state's
law "there is no discretion t)
any person as to whether an
particular person shall die or
not die. If he is found guilty of

































Approximately 12,003 sq. ft. of
rental apace available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dart Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray, Ky . Phone 753-1342
WE LOOK into your







lakes are now open.
Stocked heavy with
grain fed fish. Open 7
days a week. Adults,
$3.00, Children under
12,62.00. No other
charges. Also you don't
need a license. Not
responsible for any
accidents. Just off of 94
East highway, turn at
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When yee seed signifies,
equipoise*, or service cell
Owning is weir ire Mew
Pest We W. stetwi dormers
min ellter deeming plenum/Ft
I fir Fee, et if Tee prefer we





of color and materials.
6.1.so Hurricane Straps.
I Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekends.
3 CaN.,




for the many gifts we
received after the loss of
our home. A special
thanks to the Lynn
Grove, Beach Grove and
Kirksey Communities.
Words cannot express
the way we feel. All we
can do is say thank yea.




• LOST MALE CAT, black
and white with bobbed
tail near 15th and Vine.
Call 753-3658. Reward.
b. Help Wanted
NEEDED: A mature lady
who loves children and
has experience baby
sitting to work with a
• church nursery on
Sunday mornings,
please call 753-3824, 753-
0224
FULL CHARGE, must be
able to handle complete
set of books, double
entry, P. and L, balance
sheet, quarterly returns,
Send resume and 
sala998, Paris, Tennessee.
salary
expected. If you cannot
meet these
qualifications, do not












On South 12th Street.
: Manager and assistant
manager positions.
Apply in person at










Agfly ill porton say to
9iloo Nligios, Toosiloy
atootolog, 51 4. lotipoos
Not bars of v.. on. 12
mom Norm Plow Coot.












interview for full and
part time work. Apply at
Holiday Inn, from 10 a.
m. to 6 p. m., Friday,
April 2. Apply in person,
no phone calls please.

















































13 i Salk Or T'ade
AKC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodle, 21/2 years




weeks old, had puppy
shots. Call 1-5274700.
ME=
GOOD USED PING pong




Good condition. Call 437-
4365.
QUICK CASH, will buy
furniture, by the piece
or houseful. Most
anything of value. Call
753-0154.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
15 A" For Sac
SILVER DISHES, water
pitcher, 8 water, 8 juice,
8 dessert goblets. Good
price. Never been used.
Call 753-7374, after 5:00.
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre Rent
Electric Shampooer.
Western Auto home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
15 Articles for Sale
BOYS CLOTHES,
PANTS, 28 waist, leisure
suits. Size 16 and 18. Call
753-3508.
LARGE OLD OAK office
desk and chair. Newly
refinished in excellent









model 125. $200.00 each.




reasonable. Write P. 0.













fingers scrub shoes really
dean. Won't fade, mildew












3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B














PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',














TWO YEAR OLD ex-
cellent twin springs and
mattress and bed,
$100.00. Brass twin
headboard, $20. Call 753-
0879.
COLOR TV, air con-
ditioner, dryer, kitchen
cabinet, kitchen table




couch and chair. See at
502 Meadow Lane, or
call 753-4625.
16. Home Furnishings
TWIN BUNK BEDS. Also
curtains for boy's
bedroom. Call 753-9986
after 4:30 p. m.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple







stock, have over sixty
new and used machines
priced from $30 and up.
New machines less than
1/2 price. Come early for
good choice. Open 7 days
week. Write or call
Lakewood Camping
Resort, Route 5, Benton,
Ky., 1-354-8619, ask for











point hitch. See at
Murray Ford Tractor
Co.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
1967 3,000 DIESEL Ford.
Call 435-4220.
A GOOD 567 Case tractor.
Three bottom, 16" plow
and 10' wheel disc. Call
753-4435 after 5 p. m.
TWO ROW JOHN Deere
corn drill, good con-
dition. Call 753-3780 after
6:00.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for




almost new. See 1608
Miller Ave.
14 FT. ALUMINUM
Runabout with a 25 h. p.
Johnson motor on a




boat. 20 h. p. motor. Call
436-4616 after 5:30 p. m.
BASS BOAT 151/2 ft.,
Challenger, bronze and
silver metal flake, 115 h.
p. Mercury motor,
Lowrance high speed
locator. Silver Troll 12-
24 trolling motor, Easy
Trail trailer. Call 753-
8992 after 5.
80 H. P. LONG shaft
outboard, Chrysler,











new. Call after 9:30 p.
m., 753-1497.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Pod Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The



















tKelley's Termite& Pest Control










shotgun, deep heat back
massager, Black and
Decker skill saw and
odds and end furniture.
All priced reasonable.













Farm. Irvin Cobb Road,
call 436-5894.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.












LIKE NEW 25" Zenith























tape player. J & B
Music, 753-7575.
21 Mobile Hume
1973 24' FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50 TWO bedroom all
electric, central heat





air condition, carpet. 12'
wide and 65' long. East





good condition. Call 753-
0065.
ONE 6,000 BTU series air
conditioner. $50.00. One






Screened in back porch,





May be seen at Kelleys
Pest Control, 100 South
13th St.
MURRAY MANOR













ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.




















ONE MALE RED hog, 9




with stand and all ac-
cessories. Call 753-0519.
TWO MALE SIAMESE






born Dec. ?a. (Parents
are very fine hunters.)
$35.00. Call 1-354-8598
GERMAN SHEPHERD







SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 m.
RUMMAGE SALE inside,






and Saturday, Apr. 2
and 3. 1412 Dudley
Drive. Nice clean sale.
Real bargains. Open at 7
a. m.
GARAGE SALE, Friday
and Saturday, April 2nd,
3rd, 9-4, 1304 Overbey.
Baby, teenager and









YARD SALE 9-5 Friday
and Saturday, April 2
and 3. Paschall and Sons
Carpet House. 1/2 miles
South of Hazel on 641. No
checks accepted.
YARD SALE ALL DAY
Saturday, stereo, min-









Saturday, 10 a. m. to






Sycamore St. near High
School.
PATIO SALE, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 10
a. m. till 5 p. m. 41/2
miles east of New
Concord on Highway
444. Turn left at Lake
lots sign.
43 Real Estate
SIX ACRES, Smiles West
of Murray, just off High-




YOU WILL love living in
the attractive brick
home on a tree shaded
landscaped hilltop. This
10 acre well fenced mini-
farm can be yours to
raise a few head of
cattle or horses. The
farm features a good
stock barn, a pond well
stocked with fish for
your private fishing
pleasure, a garage and
as an extra bonus, a
large well built building
with some basic
equipment for a clean up
shop. This can be used
for your own business or
for rental income. The
home and business
combination is located
only a few miles south of
town on Ky. 121. For
further information
call: John C. Neubauer
Real Estate, 565 Main
St., Murray. 7534101-
7531 or Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.
43.Real Estate
pooK WHAT $17,956 will
buy! Neat 2 bedroom,
brick veneer home with
electric heat, family
room, carpeted, patio,
12 x 20 garage, 100' x 150'
lot. Don't miss this good
buy! Call 753-8000 or





Five miles east of
Murray. 87 acres, 55
tenciable, 42,000 broad
feet of mature timber.
One-half mi. blacktop
frontage. Ideal for
subdivision. 80 per cent
new barbed wire fen-
cing, 8,000 Christmas
trees being planted. All









ment in good condition
near the University.
Priced at only $15,500.
Phone Bill Kopperud,
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment and be the
first to see this duplex.
Check first with Kop-
perud Realty 711 Main
St. for personal, full
time real estate service.
Jost offside of city • 3 NI, 2
B toloi area* woos; deo
will firoploco I bricktFolk
loart•I so 110 312 let
65 toodoblo Wel atm plus
5 ea Outten; sowed Is
loopodozo sod Foltoot • or
poreboso FON No 3 III






We'll do it in one application.






At 10:00 a. m. a $6,000 inventory of tools will be
sold. All new and guaranteed along with the tools
will be chain saws, rotary tillers, socket sets,
propane torch kits, electric drills, many other
farm accessories. Beginning at 1:00 p. m. we will
have a large Farm Equipment consignment auc-
tion. TRACTORS
1969 44020 John Deere,
1-175 Diesel Massey Ferguson,
2-165 Diesel Massey Ferguson.









1973 Chevrolet 3/4 ton,
19471/2 ton International 14' grain bed truck,
1969 Chevrolet,
1973 Dodge C-600, 16' four inch grain body,
1973 International 13,000 miles, 14' grain body,
1974 Ford Ranger XLT,
1971 Ford 11/2 ton, 14' stake bed,
1969 Chevrolet Cab and Chassis.
Other Moms Consigned
One row tobacco setter,
Four row Allis Chalmer planter,
One hay rake,
Small 5 horse garden tractor,
101 International combine,
20' Gooseneck stock trailer,
Steel tired team wagon,
4 wheel flat bed tractor, 2 axle,
Two wheel fertilizer spreader,
200 gallon spray tank 3 point hitch,
Liquid ammonia applicator.
lAstry oho, it.., mein is dolly.
To consign your equipment call 1-395-7241 or 1-
442-9762.
Sale Managed by
JAKE BROWN AND ASSOCIATES
PADUCAH, KY.
Participating Auctioneers:
Howard Prince, Paul Starks, and Charles Hat-
chett
International Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of April
1976. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days
v- No changes will be made in copy
v- Paid days will run first
..,No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect
NUMBER OF RAYS PAID I NUMBER OF BAYS FREE TOTAL BAYS III
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ME=
39 ACRES, 30 acres open
bottom land, wooded
building site, located





BR. well built, roomy
brick, $14,500.




built, 4 BR, 2 B, 1/2
story brick with
abundant storage






NEW HOME in Murray
almost finished, has
central heat and air, 2
full baths, built-in stove
and dishwasher, den:
check this one out today.
Priced under $30,000.
Moffitt Realty, 206 South
12th. 753-1-s97.
ROBERTS REALTN
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
las .1%. Jr X 30 311:0
4t, ,• •
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom






each with 2 BRa. and
We bath, carpet, cen-
tral heat and air.
Always rented. Buy
one or both.
Less than 2 miles
from town. 8 rm.
brick home. 3 Brs., 1
bath on 5 acres of
farm land that is ex-
tra good. Fenced.
Has large trees in
yard, 4 outbuildings
including a 20 by 40
metal stock barn and





Modern 3 Br. and
bath brick home 5
miles from town. Has
large store building.










Moe MO p.a. NI
Spam 753-2517, Login
Behar 753-11109, Josh Pit-





Correctional Officers: $530-4- to start. May be nights
and weekends. Requires high school plus 1 year of
college or any work experience. Must be age 21.
Context: Mr. Dale L Shelton
Keen 220, Now Capitol Amex
Frnikt art, lIesetedty 40601
Call (502) 564-5503
As 09mli ovverftlitY SOSISTet
BUILT UP ROOFING
Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.







Pre Ow ma II. I. iws,se ell amp in yew
Mae, diaap cedea cestialaser
1. Ose Ithannadit Wind. eabniasi.
dePawer. OWL 1•11 a RAC I%
en sew et use anewhi "mom aul 110 .4.
admen den.pre.
2. Me all dere inesakan park. Mr
✓ode Wm noes.
I. Comb end Ando.. d ww umerner and
esprear Oa.
I bad me Om lei nem
ALL THIS FOR
25
pre II..rem a tormbiamr Insteind 11 nee deep Imp rode an err
We Ilse ham lbw sal Wes Ainaar ilea say
*Ma pod ahr11 CAIMMI, noranna. tea. a an are ogee open ter
reallana ser X Wins Ina &MR Pee 1134 XI.
Ward-Elkins
Norm'', Ky. Phase 753-1713
HEARING AID
PROBLEMS?
If your hearing aid is giving you trouble - regardless
of make or model why not visits Hearing Aid Deale
r
who specializes 211 service and repairs on all sakes.
With over ii years experience. Then you will find wh
y
people are driving over 108 mike to Renee. 
Benton
ler the lowest prices on repairs and new aids.
FREE ESTIMATES AND GUARANTIED PRICE
QUOTATION ON ANY REPAIR INCLUDING
UNCONDITIONAL 6 MONTH GUARANTEE
I GIVE WORLD WIDE FREE _Una ON AU
SELTONE NEARING AIDS
Compare and yogi had RELIC/NE OF 
BENTON can say,







drapes, located on nice
lot at 214 South 11th.
Price reduced to 13,000.
Call 753-7974 or 753-1877.
PRICED REDUCED
$2,400.00 for quick sale.
Completely refurnished
inside and out. Two
bedrooms and bath
down with master
bedroom and bath up-






brick home. City water
and sewer. Call 753-3509.
Another View
04OIXVY E1.ER CffEREP ME A MOE . 1Gar
AWE WE HAM) WAY, STEALING THE FIRA119
PETTY CA4H."
1971 OLD CUTLASS. All



















753-1725. 1971 FLEETWING 14'
NEW SPACIOUS 3
bedroom, full bath,
central heat and air,
carpeted throughout, 5
miles East. $27,500. Call
753-3938.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
4/ Y •
1275 HONDA XL 250. Call
753-9407.
1973 HONDA 350, $650.00.
Call 753-6000,
1972 HONDA C8351, low
miles, excellent con-
dition. $550.00. Call 480-
2486.
1272 YAMAHA 75 cc
cycle. Low mileage, like
new. Call after 9:30 p.
m., 753-1497.
1273 YAMAHA 250 street
bike. Good condition.
$450.00 or best offer. Call
753-9413 after 6:30 p.m.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8586. ,
49 Used CdtS 6
1970 BARACUDA, sport




vinyl top, 2 door, air
condition, power brakes,
power steering, $1,350.
Phone or notify Al
Lencki, 753-0152.
1968 CAMARO, 1987 ;'2 ton
pickup truck, both in
good condition. Call 753-
3194 after 4:30.
DODGE TRUCK, MADE
to haul a car, new paint,
and tires. Also a 57
Chevrolet street rod,
best of everything. Call
7534683 from 8:00 a. m.
to 5:00 p. m., 7534428





steering, tilt wheel and
air conditioned. Call 753-
8992 after 5.
1167 FORD FAIRLANE -






and air. Call 489-2746
1911 CHEVROLET,
yellow with black in-
terior, good motor, new
tires. $160.00. Call 753-
0805.
MI VW CAMPER. Re-
built engine, good
condition. Addng 92,108




and factory air. Good
mechanical condition.






after 5 p. m.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-






6 cylinder, straight shift
with air, also 1972
Oldsmobile 98. Call 436-
5366 or 436-5437.
1972 CHEVY PICKUP, 14
ton, 4 wheel drive.
power steering, power
brakes, 4 speed. $2,150.





1975 CHEVY VAN, like
new, low mileage,
loaded with extras and
In excellent condition.
Call 753-0669, must see to
appreciate.
1256 BUICK SPECIAL, 2
door hardtop. Collectors
item. Call after 9:30 p.
m., 753-1497.
1172 MUSTANG MACH I,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 753-
4548 after 5 p.m.
.1969 JAGUAR EKE,
convertible. Good
condition. Call days, 753-
7992, nights 753-0131.
travel trailer. Sleeps 5-6.
Has furnace, icebox,
stove, sink, etc. ;1,095.
Call 753-0605.
1273 Of FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained like new must
see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antennia. See at 621




and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
WANTED JOB ad-
dressing and or stuffing
envelopes for respec-







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




vice. No job too small.
















15th scram from librin,
next to c000f SAW
4711•111111111M1111.1
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication 24 hour
service. Six miles South






Call 753-4124, South 4th






This week lots of glass Old carnival glass, pink
open row depression, pink salt and pepper
shaker, pitcher, candy dog and car. Several
other pieces of pink. Green depression, elver
plate butter bowl (old), tootbpidt holder, old blue
buttermilk pitchers with cap, other buttermilk
pitchers, (instils, crocks, ruby red glass, dear
pattern glass, lot more glees. 'nosey kettle, wash
kettle tee kettle, beam pot, coffee milk Organ
stool. 8 pieces dining room suite, lot more fur-





















bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
work. Call 753-8669.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling






and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753.4343.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
MOM
WILL DO HOUSEWORK












home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing











Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.











1,171 LBS. Burley tobacco
base. Call 7534494.
5') A
YARD TO MOW, also
cemeteries. By the job
or $4.00 hour. Call 436-
=6.
NOTICE
The Mayor sad Common Council of the
City of Murray, Ky. are accepting bids un-
til S p. as. Thursday, April Ilk., 1976 for
two (2) 1/4 & 2 mimic yd. Seat, three (3)
wheel refine type vehicles for the Depart-
ment of Streets-Sanitation.
Specifications can be picked up at the




North of Pahnersville, Tn.
Rain or Shine
Sat. April 3rd-10:00 a.m.
Known es the N.C. Clanton Fmk_
%Mg I Tracts or es a whole. Treats Ramp from 1
acre tit 50 acres.
located • Approx. 9 smiles North of Pahmersville,
Tn., off Hwy. 89 from Palasersville go approx. 6
miles to Stets liee Reed awl tent left sad go 3
ales te property.
Aectieseers Nets: • This fano has e wile of gravel
read frontage. it has approx. 60 ecru of *pea lead
awl the Mimics I. geed marketable Hasher. Ex-
cellent Door Naittiae.
Tee..- 15% down day if sale, balance with deed
it tenes worked eft before day of sale.
Sale Managed and Conducted by:
Empire Auction &
Real Estate Co., Inc.
901/767-9394 330 South Parkway W.
Memphis, Tennessee 38109 - Phone - (901)
7744413
NATIONAL TRUCKLOAD APPLIANCE SALE
Every Appliance in the Store Now on Sale!
14 El I' 11er, certifit ..te ele.1













CUT $90 + FREE *IS
CERTIFICATE
WITH REFRIGERATOR OR CONSOLE STAtio
TOTAL #0.5
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 3




• Dual cold eontrole
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Funeral services for Tom L.
McElrath were held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating and Mrs.





Andrus, Jeddie Cathey, and
Wilburn Farris, teacher and
members of the Fellowship
Sunday School Class of the
First Baptist Church of which
the deceased was a member.
Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. McElrath, age 80, died
Monday at 7:40 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He served as an aide
to Congressman Frank A.
Stubblefield in Washington, D.
C., from 1962-72 after his
retirement as a wholesale
grocer.
The son of the late Barber
and Fannie Grogan McElrath,
he is survived by one brother,
John C. McElrath, 711 West
Main Street, Murray.
Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Gene Ray
Final rites for Mrs. Gene W.
(Rebecca Sue Hine) Ray are
being held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Rev.
William Sullivan of Benton
officiating. Music is by Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist, and
Sandra Ray, organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Rex Galloway, Dwain Taylor,
Dale Barnett, Ray Dunn,
Mason Billington, and Bill
Harrell. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Ray, age 37, died
Sunday at her home in San
Diego, Calif. Her mother, Mrs.
Julia Hart Hine, died in 1958.
She was a member of a
Baptist Church and a
graduate of Murray Training
School.
Survivors are her husband,
Gene W. Ray, San Diego.
Calif.; father, James Franklin
Huie, grandmother, Mrs.
Alberta Huie, and brother,
Eddie Huie, all of Murray.
ON 'TOMORROW'
Janet Elaine Lomax, a
senior at Murray State
University, will represent
Murray's WKMU-TV on Tom
Snyder's "Tomorrow" show to
be broadcast on NBC at
midnight Thursday night. This
will be an open forum with
student broadcasters on the
state of radio and television.
Representatives of more than
25 college radiO)ind television
stations will participate in the
program which will be
broadcast from the NBC
Studios in New York City. Ms.
Lomax, a graduate of Fern
Creek High School, Louisville,
is a senior in radio com-
munications at Murray State.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.2,
up 1.2.
Below dam 314.1, up 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.2,
up 1.5.
Below dam 324.5 up 2.1.
Sunset 6:17. Sunrise 5:44.
US 1-3 300-24011w 
US 2-4 2412360 lbs
US 3-4 200-226 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 770360 lbs.
US 23300-490 Ibis
US 23 4504150 lie
US 2-3 300-500 he




James Lexie Nichols of 329
Head Street, Paris, Tenn.,
brother of three Murray
women, died unexpectedly
Monday at 5:15 p.m. at his
home.
He was 65 years of age, a
retired welder, and formerly
owned and operated a shop in
St. Louis, Mo. He was a
member of the United
Methodist Church.
Born August 17, 1910, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was a
son of the late Everett E.
(Jack and Susan Kennedy
Nichols. He married the
former Nina Lindsey on April
15, 1933, and she survives.
Besides his wife, he is
survived by four sisters, Mrs.
Maye Page, Mrs. Kathryn
Garrison, and Mrs. Ruth
Scales, all of Murray, and
Mrs. Lorene Brogdon of Nash-
ville, Tenn.; three brothers,
Kasey Nichols of East
Prairie, Mo., Reggie Nichols
of Centreville, Ill., and Basil
Nichols of Imperial, Mo.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at eleven a.m. at the
Olive Branch United
Methodist Church, Paris,
Tenn., with Bro. Paul Griffin
officiating. Nephews will
serve as pallbearers and
burial will be in the church
cemetery.




assistant special agent in
charge of the Louisville
office of the Federal
Bureau Of Investigations,
will be the guest speaker
at the regular meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club at
noon Thursday at the
Murray Woman's
Clubhouse. Pence en-
tered on duty as a special
agent for the FBI in Oc-
tober, 1962. He was
designated to serve in the
Louisville position in July
1975.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
March 31, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 340 Est. 503 Barrows &
Gilts Steady -.25 higher Sows Steady
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Vandals Damage
Carroll's Home
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Five juveniles were taken into
custody by the McCracken
County sheriff's office in
connection with vandalism at
the unocccupied home of Gov.
Julian Carroll near here.
Juvenile authorities were
unavailable for comment
Tuesday on whether charges
would be placed against the
juveniles.
The sheriffs report said
several windows were
smashed and a door glass
broken last weekend. In ad-
dition, several drinking
glasses were broken and paint
poured on a mattress and the
9Oor of one bedroom.
Initial reports listed a
child's wagon, rocking chair
and tricycle as stolen, but a
second investigation disclosed
these items had been retur-




The Annual Missionary Day
will be held at the Chestnut
Grove A. M. E. Church, Hazel,
on Sunday, April 4, with Rev.
Drew to be the special speaker
at 2:30 p. m.
A social hour will be held at
1:30 p. m. at the church.
Saturday, April 3, the Senior
Missionary Society of the
church will sponsor a bake
and rummage sale starting at
9:30 a. m. at the building next
to the U-Tote-Em Grocery in
downtown Hazel.
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Crime Victims
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Innocent victims of violent
crime will be able to recover
out-of-pocket medical ex-
penses and some of their lost
wages when Kentucky's new
Crime Victims Reparations
Act goes into effect in June.
Gov. Julian Carroll signed
the legislation Tuesday, along
with several other bills
approved by the 1976 General
Assembly. They become law
June 19.
The victim reparations act
Dr. A. R. Lasley, left, Hopkinsville, and Rev. Richard
Drew, right, pastor of the Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist
Church, Murray, will be in charge of the memorial ser-
vices for the late Dr. Martin Luther King at Mt. Horeb
Church on Friday, April 2, at 7:30 p.m. Dr. lasley, retired
teacher, world traveler, pastor of Virginia Street Baptist
Church, Hopkinsville, and member of the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights, will be the speaker. Rev.
Drew and the church invite the public to attend the
memorial services.
Seven Rail Operations To Merge
Into Government-Backed Railroad
WASHINGTON (AP) —
When seven financially weak
railroads are merged into a
new government-backed
railroad today in the largest
corporate reorganization in
U.S. history, such well-known
railroads as the Penn Central
and the Erie Lackawanna will
cease operating.
The other carriers whose
names will disappear are the
Reading ( of Monopoly game
fame), the Central of New
Jersey, Lehigh and Hudson
River, Lehigh Valley and the
Ann Arbor.
Taking their place is a
railroad known as Con-
solidated Rail Corp., or
ConRail, a private corporation
supported by a government
investment of nearly $2.1
billion. ConRail will be the
largest railroad in the nation
in terms of revenues and the




began signing the numerous
legal documents necessary for
the takeover Tuesday and was
scheduled to complete its
work today. The actual
change of 3vmership was to
take place at midnight
tonight.
However, legal battles are
expected to continue for
several years over the value of
the property taken over by
Con-Rail.
The reorganization will
complete more than a year
and a half of government
planning and substantially
change the pattern of rail
freight service in 17 states in
the Northeast and Midwest.
Hecklers Disrupt Wallace, Jackson
Campaigns In Madison, Wisconsin
MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
"They will grow up," said
George C. Wallace after
hecklers wearing Arthur
Bremer masks and pushing
wheelchairs tried to disrupt a
campaign appearance here.
Washington Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, like Wallace a
candidate for the Democratic
presidential nomination, was
the target of similar abuse
later Tuesday. "What hap-
pened to me, that doesn't
matter," Jackson told
reporters. "Bringing in
Bremer on Wallace, that was
sick."
Bremer was convicted and
sentenced to 63 years in prison
after attempting to
assassinate Wallace during
the 1972 presidential cam-
paign. Wallace was paralyzed
from the waist down and now
uses a wheelchair.
In Washington, meanwhile,
President Ford announced the
appointment of Rogers C.B.
Morton as manager of his
campaign for a full term in the
White House.
And former California Gov.
Ronald Reagan, who is
challenging Ford for the GOP
nomination, prepared in Los
Angeles for a 30-minute
speech to be televised
nationally this evening.
Morton, 61, is a former
Republican nationial chair-
man and commerce secretary
and was most recently a White
House counselor. He replaces
Howard H. "Bo" Callaway,
Reparations To
creates a board to review
claims and determine an
applicant's need. The
legislation also encourages
judges to require convicted
criminals to make restitution
to their victims.
The governor also signed
legislation opening govern-
mental records to public in-
spection. There will be some
exemptions to safeguard
personal privacy.
When it goes into effect in
June, a citizen may request to
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Charles Jones, Missionary, To
Charles Jones of Saskatoon,
Sask., Canada, will be the
speaker at the gospel meeting
to be held Friday, Saturday,
Charles Jones
and Sunday, April 2-4, at the
Coldwater Church of Christ.
Services will be at seven pAn.
nightly and at eleven a.m.
Sunday.
''Life, Death, and the
Hereafter" will be the subject
of the first lesson on Friday
night by Mr. Jones. He will
present a special lesson on "Is
The Home Worth Saving?" for
all Bible classes during the
Bible Study period at ten a.m.
Sunday.
The guest speaker is a
native of West Tennessee and
his parents are natives of the
Murray area. He and his wife,
Helen, have two sons and one
daughter. He attended Freed-
Hardeman College, Hen-
derson, Tenn., and served as
minister in various
congregations in West Ten-
nessee, Mississippi, Arkansas,
and Georgia.
Bro. Jones served as
minister of the Louisiana
Avenue Church of Christ,
Savannah, Ga., for five years
before going to Lahore,
Pakistan, in January 1971,
sponsored by the Getwell
Church of Christ, Memphis,
Tenn. When the Pakistan-
India war broke out, he was
forced to leave the country
and went to Saskatoon, Sask.,
Canada, in another
missionary effort.
The public is invited to
attend the series of gospel
meetings and for information
call 489-7217 or 489-2219, a
church spokesman said.
who resigned from the $42,500-
a-year job amid controversy.
As he quit, Callaway
declared he had done nothing
wrong and would be
exonerated in government
probes of his role in seeking
expansion on federal land of a
Colorado ski resort in which
he owns controlling interest.
Ford said Morton would
officially take over the
campaign post on Friday.
Reagan taped the speech,
which aides said the candidate
wrote himself, in Hollywood
on Tuesday. After the taping
session, he chatted briefly
with reporters but wouldn't
talk about the speech.
The former motion picture
and television actor, who won
his first primary election in
North Carolina last week,
canceled a week of campaign
appearances to prepare for
the program.
"I just have been frustrated
that (I am) not getting the
message to enough people,"
Reagan said of his decision to
go on national television. The
Reagan campaign paid $86,000
for 30 minutes of air time on
nearly 200 NBC stations at
10:30 p.m. on the East and
West coasts and 9:30 p.m. in
Central and Mountain time
zones.
Neither Wallace nor
Jackson was harmed by the
hecklers. It was in Madison a
week ago that former Georgia
Gov. Jimmy Carter, another
Democratic candidate in
Go Into Effect
see most records of local and
state agencies.
A public official may refuse
access to the records only if he
believes the requests are
intended to disrupt the fun-
ctioning of the public agency,
but he must have convincing
proof of that.
A citizen may appeal a non-
disclosure of records to the
attorney general or to the
courts.
Carroll also signed a bill
prohibiting discrimination
against the physically han-
dicapped in housing or em-
ployment, unless the handicap
interferes with performance
of the job or the ability to
fulfill the terms of the lease or
contract.
Another bill signed by the
governor would allow tax-
payers tosArnate on their
state tax that $1 be used
for a political contribution to
either party.
The governor also signed a
resolution by which Kentucky
ratifies the 13th, 14th and 15th
amendments to the U.S.
Constitution — about 100 years
late. The 13th amendment
prohibits slavery; the 14th
guarantees due process of
law; and the 15th gives every
citizen the right to vote.
The governor also signed:
—Legislation permitting the
Biblical theory of creation to
be taught in schools where
evolution is taught.
—A bill creating a code of
ethics for legislators.
—A bill requiring phar-
macists to substitute the
cheapest drug in stock that is
therapeutically equivalent to
a brand name drug, if the drug
in question has been approved
by the state Drug Formulary
Council.
—A bill providing for the
financing and construction of
re1041rce recovery roads,
using coal severance taxes to
amortize revenue bonds.
Wisconsin's April 6 primary
election, was sprinkled with
peanuts. Carter is a peanut
farmer.
Wallace appeared to ignore
demonstrators, who shouted,
"Wallace go home" as he
arrived at a Madison
restaurant for a speech. They
carried placards which read:
"George, stand up and be
counted" and "Free Artie
Bremer."
The incident pre,opted an
apology from Gov. Patrick J.
Lucey, but Wallace said that
wasn't necessary.
"The governor doesn't owe
me an apology because the
people here have been good to
me for many years," Wallace
said later in Janesville. He
referred to heavy votes he got
in previous Wisconsin
primaries.
Later, as Jackson ap-
proached an airport fence
lined with spectators,
moisture struck him in the
face and Secret Service





said it was spit.
Jackson's airport detractors
shouted slogans critical of the
military aircraft industry in
his home state of Washington.
In Milwaukee, Jackson said
he expects to make a good
showing in Wisconsin, while
Rep. Morris Udall, D-Ariz.,
predicted he would win the
same day in New York.
The new railroad will own a
slimmed-down route system
17,000 miles in length. It also
will operate its trains over
another 3,100 miles of
uneconomic routes under
federal and local subsidy
agreements. About 3,000 miles
of track now owned by the
seven carriers will be aban-
doned.
In addition, 19 private
railroads and several states in
the Northeast and Midwest
have purchased sections of
track owned by the seven
ailing railroads and will start
operating those new routes
Thursday. Con-Rail will
employ about 100,000 workers,
or nearly one-fourth of all
railroad workers in the United
States. The seven riilroads
had about 103,000 employes.
The new railroad's planner,
the U.S. Railway Association,
.s predicting a bright future
r the new corporation and
sa 's the line could have a
lar, e and favorable impact on
the I; stion's economy.
SRA. a federal agency
created to plan and oversee
the reo-ganization process,
has preaicted ConRail will
lose $332 million in its first
year, compared with the $500
million annual losses
sustained by the seven
carriers.
It says ConRail should turn
o profit of $36 million in 1979 as
track and equipment im-
provements begin to have a
favorable effect on the
railroad's efficiency and that
ConRail should make a profit
of nearly $400 million by 1985.
Puritans took control of the
Maryland Colony in 1654
During the California Gold
Rush, the 49ers spent up to 62
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Third- Nine Weeks Honor Roll For
Murray High School Is Released
The honor roll for the third
grading period at Murray
High School has been released
by Principal Eli Alexander.-
Forty-six seniors, 30 juniors,
29 sophomores, and 21 fresh-
men achieved the 2.50 to 3.00
scholastic average to be
named to this honor.
Seniors:
Kate Apperson 3.0, Billy
Bailey 2.60, Robin Bayles 2.75,
Barbara Blivins 2.78, LeeAnn
; Boone 2.80, Bill Boston 2.89,
=n
The honor roll for the third
nine weeks at Murray Middle
School has been released.
Students who have achieved
an academic standing of 2.50
to 3.00 are as follows:
Eighth Grade:
Kay Adams, Joe Mark Ails,
Bryan Bartlett, Lynn Beatty,
Jana Bell, Julie Billington,
Chris Bland, Brent Boston,
Karen Brandon, Terry Brown,
Tracy Brown, Lee Bryan,
Robin Burke.
Daniel Clayton, Mike Clark,
Susan Crass, Mark Cun-
ningham, Deena Dailey,
Bobby Daniel, Mark Denham,
Carol Dick, Teresa Dick, Kim
Dinh, Denise Dycus, Dana
English, Mark Erwin, Kent
Everszneyer.
Mike Fayette, Suzanne
Fitch, Jennifer Ford, Stacy
Fulton, Mark Furgerson,
Randy Garland, Sally Grasty,
Many cancers can
be cured if discovered
early enough. Get a
regular health check-
up. Start now.
We want to wipe
out cancer in your





Debbie Chilcutt 2.60, Bruce
Clayton 2.80, Debbie Cun-
ningham 2.64, Vickie Cun-
ningham 2.75, Tammy Curd
3.0, Marla Daniels 2.78,
Debbie Emerson 2.60, David
Frank 2.60, Leslie Furches 3.0,
Cindy Gould 2.50, Gary
Hainsworth 3.0, Todd
Harrison 3.0, Donna Heat,hcott
2.83, Mark Bonus 2.80, Cindy
Jetton 2.56, Kirk Johnson 2.75,
Lisa Jones 2.80, Monroe Jones
3.0,
Tarpley Jones 2.80, Sammy
Brian Gray.
Scott Hill, Becky Hough,
Cindy Hurt, Chris Hutson,
Lisa Johnson, Zachary Jones,
Mary Lindsey, Patti McIn-
tosh, Carolyn Matthews, 11rn
Miller, Paul Moffitt, Doug
Moore, Mary Morris.
Susan Nall, Amy Noff-
singer, Judy Outland, Kathy
Outland, Martha Pitman,
Robyn Ray, Mary Ann




Smith, Stacy Smith, Ray
Stewart, Susan Stripling,
Nicky Swift, Donnie Thomp-
son, Mike Todd, Alison




Claudia Billington, ' Todd
Bradshaw, Leann Etrichvell,
Lewis Bossing, Wayne
Cathey, David Cooper, Shari
Crafton, Mark Crass, Stacey
Curd.
Andy Dunn, Maryjane
Estes, Leigh Furches, Natalie
Garfield, Dinah Hook, Brenda
Horning, Wayne Jackson,
Bobby Johnson, LaDorma
Jones, Starr Jones, Joel Klein,
Janis Lents, Susan Lindauer,
Kim Lund.
Marilee McMullin, Kim
Marrs, Vic Marshall, David
Mikulcik, Deborah Moffitt,
Cindy Montgomery, Sandra
Moody, Greg Morton, Mark
Meuler, Jo Beth Oakley, Lynn
Outland, Karen Parker.
Sian Paschall, Shane
Phillios, David Rat terree,
Greg Ray, Bill Shelton, Becky
Shuffett, Jerry Spann,
Elizabeth Stout, Trine Tipton,
Kathy Walston, Vicky
Weatherford, Randy Wilson,
Kristi Wright, and Valerie
Wynn.
PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center
Kelley 2.75, Leslie Klein 2.56,
Chris Kurz 2.60, Debbie Lee
2.87, Ritia Lowe 2.67, Sally
Matarazzo 3.0, Sharon Mc-
Connell 2.80, Mickey Mc-
Cuiston 2.78, Donna McNeely
3.0, Cheryl Milani 3.0, Huong
Nguyen 3.0, Debbie Rhodes
2.60,
Beth Richardson 3.0, Sarah
Ross 3.0, Nan Shuffett 2,67,
Kameil Simmons 2.60, Sharon
Steele 3.0, Robert Underwood
2.50, Mark A. Vinson 2.56, Sue
Windrum 3.0, Lisa Winters 3.0.
Juniors:
Pat Baggett 2.82, Catina
Beasley 2.80, Brad Boone 2.80,
Paul Clayton 2.78, Stuart
Cottrell 2.82, Ken Farley 2.78,
Jackie Galloway 2.78, Anne
Gregory 3.0, Steve Hancock
2.80,
Linda Hart 2.56, Leslie
Homra 2.64, Sonia Johnson 3.0,
Mary Ann Jones 2.78, Mary
Ann Kurz 3.0, Pam Lassiter
2.56, Mary Ann Littleton 2.73,
Randy May 2.80, Deanna
McMillen 3.0, Jan Outland
3.0, Julie Outland 2.78,
Sherry Runyon 3.0, Lisa
Smith 2.64, Teresa Smith 2.64,
Jane Suffill 2.64, Melody
Travis 2.80, Greg Vaughn 2.82,
Steve Wenger 3.0, Larry
Watkins 2.70, JoAnn Williams
2.56, Debbie Wilson 2.73.
Sophomores:
Jill Austin 3.0, Beth Boston
2.83, Laurie Crass 2.80, Debbie
Darnell 2.80, Kathy Fenton
2.64, Greg Garfield 2.80, Frank
Gilliam 3.0, Joey Grasty 3.0,
Kent Harman 3.0,
Jerome Higginbotham 2.60,
Bruce Horning 3.0, Karen
Jackson 3.0, Bruce Jay 2.80,
Claude Johnson 2.60, Gina
- Jones 3.0, Craig KleLn 2.60,
Kathy May 2.90, Tammy
Melton 3.0, Carol Montgomery
2.80,
Tammy Rice 2.82, Michael
Russell 2.80, Laura Shinners
3.0, Dana Shipley 2.82, Mickey
Spann 2.60, Greta Tim-
merman 2.64, Kim Tibbs 2.64,
Share Toon 3.0, Lisa Watson
3.0, Bill Wilson 2.80.
Freshman:
Howard Boone 2.56, John
Denham 2.64, Harry Fannin
2.80, Jenny Francis 2.64,
Debbie Geurin 2.60, Keane
Gregory 10, Don Hays, 2.78,
Debbie Henry 2.64, Lynda
Johnson 2.60, Jerry Kelly 2.82,
Michael Kurz 2.64,
Gene Lovett 2.82, Stacy
Overbey 2.80, Mike Pitts 3.0,
Stephen Sears 2.64, Terry
&nith 3.0, Stacey Stalls 2.60,
David Stripling 2.82, William
Taylor 2.64, David Willoughby
2.82, Mark Young 3.0.
MINNENS MURRAY
OPEN NIGHTS 8 SUNDAYS
Hundreds of New Spring Dresses
from Minnens Current Dress Stock!
$
Regular 24.00 to 32.00
Juniors and Misses
Sizes 5-15, 6-18
Buy Minnens New Spring Dresses On Sole
Just In Time For Easterl
.411 LAYAWAY
-41111111
Above left, a bust of "the Great Compromiser," Henry Clay. At right are campaign paraphernalia used in both state and national
elections. A collection of newspapers outline the story of Gov. William Taylor's dispute with the legislature over the 1900 election.
Gov. Wiliam Goebel was assassinated in that controversy.
%,.7ele,
tr e141111.,- r'S Tit I 4.*
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POLITICS IN KENTUCKY--The Bluegrass
State has always been a part of the complex
and intricate web of politics. In the era of
tension preceding the Civil War, the state's
most famous orator and Congressman, Henry
Clay, stood on the floor of the U.S. Senate,
pleading with his brothers of the North and
South to cool the flames that were driving
them apart. At the beginning of this century, a
disputed gubematorial election created a
controversy that led to a fight between the
governor and General Assembly, finally
resulting in the assassination of state senator
William Goebel, who became the state's
governor while on his deathbed. The stories of
these and other events in Kentucky politics
are on display in the temporary exhibits
gallery at the Old State Capitol Annex in
Frankfort.
Wort-Study Program To Be Offered By MSUal
A student intern work-study
program in historical
research and interpretation of
the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Land Between The
Lakes will be offered at
Murray State University for
the summer and fall
semesters of 1976 and in the
spring, 1977, semester.
The purpose of the program,
to be sponsored jointly by the
University and TVA, is to
provide students with an
opportunity to individually
research the roles that in-
dividuals play in shaping the
patterns of political, economic
and cultural developments in
a defined geographical area.
According to Dr. James W.
Hammack, an assistant
professor in the Department
of History and director of the
University's Forrest C. Pogue
Oral History Institute, the
work will be done "through
oral history research at the
local, grassroots level."
The internships, Hammack
said, are available to
sophomore, junior and senior
level students regardless of
their major or minor fields of
study. A requirement is that
participants be registered for
academic credit at Murray
State, and the use of a private
automobile is mandatory.
The interns, he said, will
receive a salary, ranging from
$25 to $50 per week, free
housing in the Land Between
The Lakes if desired and from
six to nine hours of academic
credit in history.
The interns also will work
with faculty members of the
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Students wishing to apply
for an internship or to obtain
additional information should
contact Dr. Hammack at the
Department of History at the
University. The internships
available are:
Summer 1976: Two 40-hour-
per-week internships of eight
to 12 weeks duration,
depending upon the student's
preferences, and carrying
nine hours of academic credit
with six hours applicable
toward a history major or
minor. The salary is $50 per
week and LBL housing is
available. The application
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deadline is May 7.
Fall 1976: Two 20-hour-per-
week internships of 15 weeks
each and carrying six hours of
academic credit, applicable
as elective or toward a history
major or minor. The salary is
$25 per week, and the ap-
plication deadline is Aug. 12.
Spring 1977: Two 20-hour-
per-week internships of 15
weeks each, carrying six
academic hours of credit and
applicable as an elective or
toward a history major or
minor. The salary is 925 per
week, and the application













For relief of heartburn
and acid 'indigestion
100 Tablets
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Boneless Sirloin Tip Steak
Chuck Steak 19
Swiss Steak  99:
Sirloin Steak sv?
Rib Steak  si4?
Beef Short Ribs 59:
•theli MO, emend
































Limit 1 with $7.50 odd. pur.




Scot Lad Towels 
Jif Peanut Butter 
Scot Lad Peanut Butter
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Hyde Park Orange Juice














  8 oz.
Del Monte
Tuna
Starkist Chunk Light Tuna  6% oz. 65'
49'
Campbell's Tomato Soup .... 18'

















Maxwell House Instant Coffee
Hyde Park Sugar 
Colonial Powdered Sugar









Hyde Park Orange Juice 
Chumgold Margarine
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Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 061457
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 41459
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 043582
limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 0143584
Limft 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 061458
limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 0S1,331
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 161454
Limit 1 Per Family
Edgers General Milts Easy-Off Sani- Ragu Joe Family Size Betty Crocker Nu-Sof
Coffee
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Expires 44-76 Expires 4-6-78 Expires 4476 Expires 44-76 Expires 44-76
Good Only At Storey's
Expires 44-76
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  18 oz. 68'
  3 lb, 
Si 39
  31b. 
S123
  1 lb. 48'
5119
98'
1 lb Bowl 49'





. . Twin Pack
48 size
COUPON 41454
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College Rodeo To Become A
Reality At MSU Next Month
College rodeo, a sport
rapidly gaining in popularity
across the country, will
become a reality at Murray
State University with the first
MSU Intercollegiate Rodeo
April 23-24-25.
To consist of nine event-
s—six for men and three for
women—the rodeo in the new
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center will be one
of the first events in that
facility, as well as the first
competitive rodeo event ever
held on the campus.
Performances will begin at
8 p.m. on Friday and Satur-
day, April 23-24, and at 2 p.m.
on Sunday, April 25, according
to John London, rodeo
chairman for the sponsoring
Rodeo Club on the campus, a
two-year-old organization.
A cutting horse demon-
stration by the newly formed
West Kentucky and Tennessee
Cutting Horse Association will
follow the Sunday per-
formance and will feature
some champion cutting
horses.
As many as 200 collegians
from the 22-school Ozark
Region of the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association (NIRA) are ex-
pected to compete in the event
at Murray State. Events
scheduled for men are
bareback bronc riding, calf
roping, deer wrestling, saddle
bronc riding, bull riding, and
team roping. The women's
events will be breakaway calf
roping, barrel racing, and
goat tying.
Several members of the
Rodeo Club at Murray State
have been competing for two
years in rodeo competition
within the Ozark Region, one




CINCINNATI (AP) — For
those with the yen for an
exotic dining companion, the
Cincinnati Zoo his come up
with an exotic answer.
For the price of a day's
sustenance, donors in the zoo's
"adopt an animal" program
can watch any one of 40
animals gobble up a meal.
Zoo officials hope that by
getting classrooms, com-
panies, families and in-
dividuals involved in the
program, it will help diminish
zoo feeding cods.
Of course, some of the
animals are bigger bargains
than others and donors have
their choice of sponsorship for
a day, a week, a month or a
year.
Costs range from 13 cents a
day to feed a flamingo, to 87.32
to take an elephant to lunch.
Meat-eaters cod more to
sponsor, according to zoo
officials, while some animals
are cheaper because they
don't eat every day. For in-
stance, the bullfrog only
costs 75 cents a week, while a
boa costs $1.50.
For being a donor, a cer-
tificate is issued for span-
(iorship of a week or more, and
the donor can watch his
animal being fed.
The donor can not however
feed the animal himself, nor is
it likely he will want to make it
a dinner-for-two affair.
After all, who would want to
spend $2.06 and join an aar-
dvark for a repast of dry dog
meal with mixed meat, hard-




KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) —
One of the most successful pro-
grams sponsored by the Ja-
maica Tourist Board is called
"Meet the People."
The year-round operation af-
forgivisitors the opportunity of
meliteig Jamaicans from an
strata at society in an atmos-
phere of informal "family to-
getherness." Visitors wishing to
participate in the program In-
form their hotels on their arriv-
al on the island, or write or
telephone the Jamaica Tourist
Board in advance.
---
Icebergs in the North Atlantic
draw attention because they
are hazards to ehipphig, but
they are pikers compared with
icebergs found in Antarctic wa-
ters. Some Antarctic bergs
have been estimated to be as
large as the state rg Delaware,
the National Geographic
Society lays.
United States. Winners from
the 10 regions compete in the
College National Finals in
Bozeman, Mont., in June.
Formed as an organization
of college athletes interested
in promoting and competing in
the sport of rodeo, the NIRA
requires that members be full-
time students with at least a C-
overage academically and
that they exhibit good conduct
and sportsmanship.
The $2.6 million exposition
center at Murray State, hailed
as one of the finest facilities of
its type in the country, is
located on the agriculture
laboratory farm on College
Farm Road. It seats ap-
proximately 2,800 people and
has an arena of 24,000 square
feet.
Besides its use for the
agriculture program at
Murray State, the center will
also be used by the agriculture
industry in the university's
four-state region for livestock
and horse shows and sales,
equipment exhibitions, hor-
ticulture shows, and other
farm-related events.
Ticket information for the
rodeo April 23-24-25 will be
announced in early April.
Use Of Tergitol Report To Be Available In June
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
federal environmental impact
statement will be issued by
June 30 on the use of a
chemical detergent on
roosting blackbirds in Ken-
tucky and elsewhere, U.S.
Sen. Walter "Dee" Hud-




Kleppe has assured him the
impact statement on the use of
Tergitol, or PA-14, will be
completed by that date.
Millions of blackbirds,
starlings and grackles have
begun migrating north for the
summer. Huddleston wants
the way cleared for use of the
chemical when the birds
return to roost next winter.
The birds are blamed for
spreading histoplasmosis, a
lung disease in humans, and
for causing millions of dollars
in crop damage each year in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Mixed with alcohol and
sprayed on roosts, tergitol
kills the birds by dripping
them of protective oils and
causing them to die of ex-
posure in cold, damp weather.
For several years, en-
vironmental groups have
succeeded in challenging or
delaying use of the chemical.
The Society for Animal
Rights, a New York group, is
presently seeking a US.




probably not have been
sprayed this year had it not
been for emergency
legislation passed by Congress
allowing use of the chemical.
But that legislation expires
this spring, and while there
will be no more opportunities
to spray the birds this year,
farmers and state pest control
officials are hoping for a final
word from the federal
government — in the form of
an environmental impact
statement — to put an end to
court battles over the
chemical.
Kentucky pest control of-
ficials have estimated that
only about four million black-
birds were killed in several
spraying operations this year.
Officials attribute the low kill
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QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
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DRUG STORES
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When you re tuiek and not keeling
well nothing else matters to you
And your pharmacist knows this
He knows you don't care how
many other prescriptions he has
to fill as long as yours is ready
when you want it That s why his
service is prompt. Personal and
en.c.ent and why you'll be glad
you brought your PrescrIption to
?urn To your pharamost pelting
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SOME BACK SCRATCHER—Clyde Bros. Circus
elephant trainer Anthony Fagundes gets his back scrat-




LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Jerry Rubin is preaching
revolution again. Well, sort of.
It's not the violent rebellion
of his Yippie, "Do It!" days.
After what Rubin calls a
".poignant journey," the
korner antic radical and
Chicago Seven defendant
places his hopes for society in
a "spiritual" movement.
Higher consciousness. Per-
sonal openness. The family
Love.
Though he claims to have
exorcised an addiction to
fame, Rubin is knocking on
every media door to publicize
the book that tells his inner
story: "Growing (Up) at 37."
It is a statement about self-
acceptance that seems
inevitable, yet slightly sad, in
light of a vow from his earlier
book, "Do It!" There he said:
Our message: Don't grow
up. Growing up means giving
up your dreams."
If Rubin as a bearded,
costumed, one-man guerrilla
theater was a highly visible
symbol of the Protest '60s, the
new Jerry Rubin seems to
typify the Introspective '705
with his Zen, EST, yoga,
health foods and therapies.
"I'm a —.reflactor of
consciousness," he says. "I
believe I went through the
;:pzact changes everybody
:pent through from 1970 to
:4975: the confusion, the
-discouragement, the despair
and all that ..."
It was the disintegration of
the protest movement and the
sudden breakup of a five-year
love affair which he says led
him into an orgy of self-
examination.
Unlike Adam Smith, whose
recent book "Powers of Mind"
describes an odyssey through
the Human Potential
movement with a detached
cynicism, "I did these things
out of pain — the book is a
story of my pain," said Rubin.
The therapies of a number
of gurus — Werner Erhard,
originator of Erhard Seminars
Training or EST; Bob Hoff-
man, whose psychic therapy
put Rubin in touch with in-
visible spiritual guides,
swamis and Rolfers —
wrenched apart lifelong at-
titudes.
A paroxysm of anger at his
parents freed him from them,
he says. Confronting his male
chauvinism put him in touch
with the feminine side of his
personality. "In the '80s I
stressed one part of my being
— the traditionally
'masculine' part — the
achieving `do-er' — while
underemphasizing the other
part — the 'feminine,' ac-
cepting 'be-er."
While he says he is disap-
pointed that so many people
are still more interested in the
old Jerry Rubin of the '60a —
he fears he is a "museum
piece" of the era — he
remembers those days with
fondness and pride.
"The people who tried to jail
us have been discredited and
indicted," he said. 'The
crazies of 1968 now look like
the patriotic and sane
People."
Rubin says that the current
devotees of spiritualism and
therapy are "very self-
indulgent, very, very
apolitical and almost reac-
tionary at times."
Still, he says the "spiritual
revolution is the key to the
ESKIMO OIL BOATS
LITTLE DIOMEDE ISLAND,
Alaska (AP) — Eskimo boats
made of animal likii13 were
used recently to transport oil to
this small island in the Bering
Strait.
The rocky coastline pre-
vented an ice breaker carrying
the oil from approaching the
island's shores. The Eskimo
craft were brought into service
to haul the barrels of oil over
the remaining two lits of ice-
filled seas to the 
is 
rrs WESTPORT NOW
WESTPORT, Conn. (AP) —
Originally named Saugatuck by
the Indians, this seaport town
incorporated in 11153 and busi-
ness interests changed the
name to Westport.
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 5. If the IRS should call you in
for an audit, H & R Block will go with
you, at no additional cost. Not as a legal
representative ..but we can answer all
questions about how your taxes were
prepared.
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
763-9204
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VeLL 48 FLAGS, NOW!
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SAUCE 18 oz. 59'
e LEMON•22 oz.
DISHWASHING LIQUID - 491
IT'S THE TOTAL ON





















or FRENCH 8 oz.
CHICKEN OF SEA













FROZEN 49,„ Lb. 
PKG.
KRAFT•10 oz.










MACARONI & CHEESE- 3/79;
KRAFT•7 oz.
MARSHMALLOW CREME- 49;








Workshops For Piano Teachers
Are Scheduled At Murray State
Three-day workshops for
piano teachers, elementary
music teachers, and choral
directors will be offered by the
College of Creative
Expression at Murray State
University this summer.
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of
the college, listed the dates
and workshop directors as
follows:
—June 24-26, piano teachers
workshop to be conducted by
Enid Katahn of Nashville, who
holds a joint appointment at
Peabody College and the Blair
Academy of Music.
—July 8-8, elementary
music teachers workshop to
be conducted by Mary Hoff-
man of Champaign-Urbana.
M., an associate professor of
music at the University of
Illinois.
—July 29-31, choral direc-
tors workshop to be conducted
by Hal Herman of Winchester,
Va., coordinator for drama
and special events at
Shenandoah College and
Conservatory of Music.
Prince said each workshop
provides the option for
receiving one semester hour
of university credit at either
the graduate or un-
dergraduate level for eligible
participants. The cost of each
workshop is 825, with an ad-
ditional tuition fee for
academic credit.
Ms. Katahn will introduce
the piano workshop with a
concert at 8:15 p.m. on June
23. Workshop sessions will
consider the challenges of
teaching works by Scarletti,
Ravel and American con-
temporary composers. "How
to" sessions will deal with the
development of technique and
preparation for performance.
Her skills as a soloist,
chamber musician, and
lecturer have gained Ms.
Katahn wide recognition both
in the U. S. and abroad. She
was a scholarship student at
Julliard and earned the B. M.
degree at Hartt College and
the master's degree at George
Peabody College.
Ms. Hoffman is one of the
best-known clinicians in the
country. She has participated
in four Music Educators
National Conferences, five
regional conventions, 22 state
association programs, and
more than 100 workshops and
clinics in the U.S. and Canada.
Canada.
In addition to her teaching









Was 535.,45 in 1976 Spring Big Book
programs, she has taught or
supervised in programs of
elementary and secondary
vocal music and junior high
vocal and instrumental music
to become widely recognized
in the field of music education.
Herman, who has appeared
in several off-Broadway plays
and in television shows such
as "Armstrong Circle
Theatre," "The Defenders'
and "East Side, West slot,"
will deal with producing
musicals in the public schools
and the staging of choir
concerts.
A graduate of Wayne
University, he has studied
with Herbert Berghof, Bill




directed several of the more
popular dramatic produc-
tions.
Application forms or further
information about any of the
summer music workshops at
Murray State may be obtained
by writing to: Summer
Workshops, College of
Creative Expression, Murray
State University, Box 3029
University Station,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
CUP FOR 76—be Cad-
dis, above, 51, of Pem-
broke, N.H. shows off his
bicentennial haircut He
says the 16" will come
off in a few days because
it would be too much
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with exclusive TEFLON coating
Photo
Frames
5 x 7 1" Value







$ 1 488 Model PRO 1• $29.95 VALUE
GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Balloon For Pleasure Ride
Being Tested In Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
What could be more fun than a
hot-air balloon that gently
rises to drift with the breeze
and land where the wind goes?
One with a motor that you
can steer, says a Louisville
man who is making test flights
in just such an airship.
James Thompson's
Yellowstone isn't the
Goodyear blimp, but he says
it's the first such craft
practical for private use.
Thompson says you can do a
lot with an airship like the
Yellowstone.
You can surprise your wife.
You can surprise other people.
And if it's a calm day,
Thompson said Monday, you
can go for a balloon ride and
return to land where you took
off, instead of landing—as
ordinary balloonists




Distilleries Co., said Monday
he told his wife last year he
was buying a balloon.
"I didn't tell her what it was
going to be. I just told her it
was going to be a balloon and
it was going to be a little
different," Thompson said.
When his wife first saw the
100-foot-long, 60-foot-high
ship, with its somewhat
bulbous inflated tailfins, she
just stared, Thompson said.
He said that's what most
people do. "They Just laugh
like hell. People just stand
there and shake their heads.
They don't know what to
think," he said.
Thompson has flown or-
dinary airplanes for about 30
years, he said. He is also
experienced in ordinary hot-
air balloons, and for some
time has wanted to develop a
motor-driven, steerable craft.
"I've had a bug to do this for
at least 10 years," he said.
"Then I met Don Cameron."
Cameron, a veteran balloon
pilot and owner of Cameron
Balloon Works at Bristol,
England, was Thompson's co-
pilot in last year's Kentucky
Derby Festival Great Balloon
Race.
"We got to talking,"
Thompson said, and the
project was launched.
The craft was built at
Cameron's factory during last
summer, fall and early winter
and was delivered in January
by Laurence M. Hunk, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
BEST FOODS FOR VITAkINS
In the previous four weeks we've talked about vitamins Here
as a windup, is a chart giving you the best food sources for the 13
vitamins we've discussed
Yellow Orld*Zatialw and*a1 A
does yellow
Butter. Mak milk. vitamin A
fortified skim mat. cream.
Cheddar-type cheese icec-rewn
Liter. eggs
*swim or Vitwnin D
Ile beellake *awls Butter
Fish liver oil













Sala d sluslaag, imapdas,
kWh wid *phi,* arab pains
Gran lady aphelia. Ma
yolk, walk ad aim iiiMb
1614. asli MallIfY
Egli, 4116111 ass and beans
lalk. awn aid ke cream
Whole pile a* middle!
breads ad ands
White plebes
Vitamin an - meats. potatoes,
dark Irmo Watt regetabies.
whole grains and dry beans
vitamin Bit -milk cheese,
eggs and meats
Folar.in,--green vegetabies,
whole vans and dry beans
Ail three yitaiehes—orysan meats
Liver, 5thery, heart, eggs,
lean mock meats, legumes,
cereals, also milk, fruits and
vegetables
Org.' and muscle meats. milk.
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to Thompson's farm at
Harrods Creek, east of
Louisville.
The cost? "About double
that of an ordinary
balloon—an obsolete balloon,
as I call them," Thompson
said. He said an ordinary
balloon costs about $11,000.
The airship fits in the bed of
a pickup truck when not in-
flated to its 100-foot length.
Propane burners heat air to
fill the ship and provide lift.
Propane also fuels the 40-
horsepower engine that drives
the craft. The airspeed is
about 15 miles per hour. The
two-passenger Yellowstone,
as it was christened after a
Glenmore bourbon, is
somewhat like the Goodyear
blimp in shape, but "slower
and funnier," Thompson said.
Painted on the sides of the
huge red, orange and yellow
nylon body are seven green
men with horns, looking from
painted windows. They were
designed by Thompson and his
four children, who range in
age from 11 to 20.
Among the first people to be
nonplussed by the craft,




through their books, looking
for a category it would fit in.
They finally classified it
'experimental,' meaning 'it's
okay to fly this thing as long as
you don't get into trouble," he
said.
Since then, Thompson has
made several flights from his
farm, "trying to prove out the
ship." He said there are "a
few little adjustments to
make," but jokingly added
that he's about ready to
'challenge Goodyear to a
drag race."
That's not really likely, he
hastened to add. "They'd run
away from me. But I can't
wait till their blimp comes
here again. Maybe I'll take
mine up and fly in for-
mation—see what they think
of it."
Also, if short flights con-
tinue to be successful,
Thompson said, "rd like to
put it in the truck and take it
around the country, fly it
different places." For
pleasure flying, he says, it's
the ultimate. "It's as close as
man can come to a magic
carpet."
The pincer claw of an adult
king crab can easily crunch
through a broom handle. A
really large adult, with walking
legs two feet long, has a span
of about five feet and can
weigh 25 pounds.
ihe Karakoram range guard-
ing the crossroads of China, Af-
ghanistan, Pakistan, India and
the Soviet Union forms the
might ie at concentration of
mountains in the world. Nine-
teen peaks exceed 25,000 feet,
including 213,256-foot K2, second
only to Mt. Everest.
FREE!
IWIIDUFEARTSTATIONERY
When you come in to see
OUT special showing of
Frame House Gallery
limited edition prints
For the next two weeks only
were having a special exhibi-
tion of magnificent Frame
House Gallery limited edition
wildlife prints. Many will be
on display for the first time.
And if you're among the first
200 to come in to see them
you'll receive, absolutely free,
this unique wildlife art stationery
featuring color works by Frame
House Gallery artists
Don't miss this opportunity to
see these fine Collector Prints.
Remember, the supply is
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A brand new financial start
indicated — accompanied by
high hopes, which CAN be
realised. You MUST take the
initiative, however — and
confidently.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
The restrained, quiet ap-
proach to situations will win
over more people and paints
than any other now. But inner
spunk and enthusiasm will also
count.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 114fr
You may be tempted to dodge
obligations, to take off on
tangents. DON'T! This is a day
in which you can only achieve
through stick-to-it-iveness.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) e(C)
You may be the recipient of
some "inside information"
regarding a business deal. If
your "source" is reliable, act
promptly.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) IttiCk
This could be a day of great
personal achievement. Make
plans for attaining cherished
dr,t4
FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1475
objectives, but don't expect the
unreasonable.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i
Care needed in scientific and
technical matters. If you step




nA(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Willingness to listen even
though you "know the answers"
will pay off in unexpected but
delightful ways.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) flLC
There's a tendency now to
take off on tangents or useless
ventures if you don't keep your
mind on immediate objectives.
Let moderation be your
keyword.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)ekic,
There will be more to this day
than is obvious at first, so dig
deep for hidden treasures, and
have faith that you will succeed.
Don't overshoot safe marks,
however.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Some persons may act in a
manner not fully anticipated
Do not let this throw you off
balance or offset your innate
tolerance and understanding.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)"'
Some planetary restrictions.
vjtin'l
Be cautious in making in-
vestments, and DO control
emotions. Some situations will
call for unusual tact.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i CTZP
A suggestion to which you
have not given much previous
thought could, quite unex-
pectedly, open new doors to
progress. Pull it out of your
files.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely energetic and highly
enthusiastic about anything you
undertake, but sometimes drop
projects before you have given
them a chance to prove
themselves. You can achieve
the spectacular in some areas;
are ingenious, spontaneous,
artistic. You could make a great
success as a business leader,
promotion 'expert or financier.
If drawn to the arts, as you well
may be, you will be highly in-
dividualistic — especially in
music, painting or the theater.
You are an extremist in
anything you do and people tend
to follow your lead so Care!
Birthdate of: William Harvey,
physician, discoverer of blood
circulation; Debbie Reynolds.
actress.
The average adult has
enough iron in his body to
make a two-inch nail.
You've got a pocketful ohniracies.











On the kind of coffee flavor the world loves best!
Great flavor made Nescafe the world's largest-selling brand of instant coffees. And 3OC off
makes this a deal that's too good to pass up'
A
4}
